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ENCOURAGING PROGRESS 
ON SIDNE Y BREAK WA TER 
PLAN SA YS HUGH CURTIS
MILKING A RECORD js serious business. 
Showing how it’s done is 61-year-old Fred 
Philps of Mt. Lehman, B.C, who squeezed 
his way to a record 60-97 pounds of milk in 15 
minutes at the Pacific National Exhibition
August 19. Philps used four cows to ac­
complish the feat which will be one of 10 
record endeavors at the 1979 PNE submitted 
for inclusion in the Guinness Book of World 
Records.
No Mobile Crane Storage 
Permitted Says Council
Sidney council Monday 
niglu rehiscd a request by 
Philbrook's Shipyard to 
waive ilic icquiicinciii.s ul a 
zoning bylaw wltich would 
permit storsige of a mobile 
crane on the firm’s 
premises,
Council was not tin- 
syrnpalheiic (o I’hilbrook's 
request but iigreed tltat 
waiving the bylaw for one 
member of tite industrial 
section would lead to a 
similar ilemtind from otlter 
companies.
Mderman Ross Martin 
said lie tliouglit the onus 
was on industry to make a 
serious effort to live within 
tlic bylaw but lie supported 
a motion by Aid. .lerry 
Tregaskis tliat councirs 
committee 1), tlic building 
inspector and the general 
superintendent of public 
works meet with Philbrooks 
and discuss the company’s 
problems.
In other council business:
• A letter from Mike Nunn, 
manager of Sliorelinc Metal 
Crafts Ltd,, criticizing 
coimcir.s involvement in 
Sidney Days, teceived short 
shrift from aldermen. 
Moving the letter be 
jcceivcd and filed, Aid. 
Peter Oruni said it was 
unfair for Nunn to say 
council Itad not supported 
.Siidney Days. In the i>ast 
council had not only 
contributed, it had picked 
u|r a deficit, he s,tid.
Aldciman licginkis suid 
an earlier letter from Nunn
accused “us of completely 
botching Sidney Days and 
now we gel this leiler. This 
guy is going rouiul in circles 
I'm not even sure he 
deserves a reply,’’
• Permission was grameci 
for United Way officials to 
place a banner across 
lleticon Avenue from Sept, 
14 to Oct. .11. In a letter [o 
council, li.r. LeC'lair, 
cliairmun of the division of 
Sidney and North Saanich, 
explaiitcd the tinnuni 
campaign would he 
operated by local residents 
and all monies coniiilniied 
would be credited to tlic 
local division. ,
• Construction work south 
of Weiier Avenue has been 
llte source of complaints, 
Mayor Norma Sealcy told 
council. Workers starting 
on llte job at 6 a.in. had 
tlisuirbed residents, site 
.said.
Alderman Cirani moved 
council inform the 
developer that he sliouUl 
proceed with due con­
sideration for residents in 
tite urea, however, an 
amendment to Oram’s 
motion that a suggested 
siarl-np time for workers be 
7,.10 u.m,, was cliallcfigcd 
by Aid. Gordon Martman.
n.C. Tel this week began 
placing special decals on 
more titan 4,000 coin 
telephones ihronghoul llte 
pioviiice to a.ssist British 
Columbians in repotting 
Incidents of child abuse,
Other businesses started 
early and most framing 
people only work for si.x 
mom Its of tlic year. 
Mai lman said,
“1 can’t go along witli a 
time limit on Ibis," be said,
Both tlie., motion and 
amendment were carried,
• A list of rules governing 
the public (iiieslion period 
at regular council meetings 
was released by Mayor 
Sealey. Ilrielly, qneslioneis 
must be either Sidney 
residents or non-resiilent 
properly owners. Questions 
miisl relate to immieipal 
mailers or community 
concerns and no otlter 
questions will be en­
tertained.
Questions must be on 
topics not normally dealt 
with by municipal stuff as a 
matter of routine, must he 
brief, to ilie point, and a 
maximum of three minutes 
W'ill be allowed for eacli 
question and answer.
Questions must be ad­
dressed through the cliair 
and answers given likewise. 
No arguments with in­
dividual council member,s 
will be allowed,
Ijie 15 mimiles allotted 
for the qiit.sl'um jiciiud will 
he strictly adhered to unles.s 
extended by a innjoriiy vote 
of council,
• Upentng item on the 
agenda was hearty 
congratulations to Aid. 
iregaskis and wile, 
Margaret, on the recent 
birth of a baby girl.
HM.C.S. Oriole
Will Take Sail Pas t
HMCS Oriole will arrive 
at 9:.M)a.m. Sauirday, Sept, 
1, to assume iter usual 
siaiion ill llte outside finger 
float in front of the 
Lmpress Motel. She will be 
open to the public for 
inspection between 10 a.m. 
and noon; 1 to 4 p.m, and h 
to H p.m, on Sainrday. At 
10:15 a.m, Smulay, site will 
slide from the dock, 
pioceeding to her an- 
cborage oft' tite bretikwater, 
wliere site will take llte 
sailpast saliiie of tite Second 
Annual Classic Boat 
I'cstival, ,
Reviewing ilie fleet from 
the Oriole will be the 
festival’s Itoitorary com­
modore, Ned Aslte, wlio 
brings alitiost seven decades 
of association wiili Vic­
toria’s sailing fraternity, Me 
is tite present Monorary 
Commodore of llte Royal 
Vicutria Yaelit Club, and a 
former .pommodorc. Mis 
fallter, CLP, Aslte, was tite 
first Canadian to enter tite 
Trans-Biic Riicein 191?., the 
year wltcn he was Royal 
Vic’s vicc-commodorc.
Also on board tin: 
Oriole (hiring llte sailpni.! 
will be the three sailboat 
judges, Humphrey Golby, 
Vuxnl ■ Trcdcttc nr.tl Bent 
.lespersen, and the three 
power boat judges, Jim 
Dryburgh, Topy Skidmore 
I itlld Cicul 1 buu|tlku)l,
Bower boats will leave 
the Inner Harbor on llte 
port side (past I'ishernian's 
VvitaH) Willi satlboais 
taking the .starboard side.
for Ilie salute, wlticli 
eomitumces at’ 11:15 a.m. 
Sunday. The best vanttige 
point for the public will he 
at the end of ilic Incak- 
waiei. Weather pcrmilliiig, 
power Itoals will parade 
ofl'shoie to Clover Ihtiitl, 
sviih im iilieriiate coarse to 
Saxe Boiitl, or following llte 
sailing craft, wliicli liavc a 
fixed coiirse four miles 
direeily south ol' the break­
water, Itopofully, under 
sail, Tite Oriole will reitirn 
to I lie dock at ap- 
proxlniiticly InK) p.m. and 
again he open ici the public 
from 2 to S It,111.
Federal su|tpoit for the 
proposed Sidney break- 
walcr-barbor coiipleci witli 
itrong private sector in­
terest in complcivieiuary 
development is a positive 
step to getting construction 
underway, says Provincial 
Secretary Hugh Curtis.
In Ottawa recently for 
talks with Ron Huntington, 
minister responsible for 
small business and industry, 
Curtis reports encouraging 
progress on the Sidney 
proposal.
Huntington has indicated, 
strong support for the 
project and is looking at 
several avenues for federal 
financial participation.
Curtis says there “seems 
to be widespread 
recognition” that Sidney is 
an ideal site for increasing 
pleasure craft ac­
commodation, thus easing, 
pressures on already 
crowded harbors and coves 
elsewhere on the peninsula.
Both Curtis and 
Esquimalt-Saanich MP 
Donald Mimro have been 
working together on the 
project and are pleased with 
progress made to date.
However, Bob Ward, 
director of harbor 
development for Sidney 
North Saanich chamber of 
commerce, says that while 
there appears to be con 
siderable interest from ail 
levels of government “there 
is no : date, no definite 
commitment.”
The tremendous op- 
porWnby nrust;'. be 
allowedrtb slip byi he says. 
“There is ' nothing ; but 
benefit accrueing 'from this 
project and the sooner it 
commences the belter it will 
be for the entire area.”
In order to tie diverse 
interests together in 
volvemcnt by the 
municipality is a must, he 
says. Sidney Mayor Norma 
Sealey has indicated 
• council’s .support and will 
lend sveight to the chain 
ber’s drive for the break 
water.
The town’s advisory 
planning commission has 
.suggested a harbor com­
mission be formed ~ a 
concept Ward endorses, 
“Half or possibly all the 
bcrllis could be run by the 
commission witli revenues 
accrueing to municipal 
coffers,” be .says.
Ward is convinced that 
money generated and jobs 
created by the dcvciopmcnl 
will benefit llte entire 
Stuinicli lAiniitsula. Talking 
witli visiting yaclilsmen 
fioiii Seattle tcccnily, he 
learned that Seattle boat 
owners ate paying $3.50 per 
fool per inomlt at Sliillsliole 
Marina wlterc there is a 
waiting list of more titan 
150,
“Onr breakwater studies 
were done using $l..50 per 
foot,” he says.
Ward says visitors told 
him large miinbers of 
Aniericiins would leave 
their boats liere for the 
sumtner if wc liad a docent
facility —- they prefer 
cruising these waters and 
don’t mind the travel.
Feedback indicates a 
strong preference for siting 
the breakwater-harbor to 
tlic south where it would 
encompass the Strieker 
properly, the federal wharf, 
the Paquette property and 
that owned by the town 
with the southern tip of the 
breakwater terminating
near Oakville Avenue.
Ward says it would make 
use of land which currently, 
for the most part, lies 
fallow, and would bring the 
complex closer to the 
municipal car park at 3rd 
Street and Bevan, thus 
alleviating some of the 
anticipated parking 
problems.
Ward hopes council will 
review what he describes as
NOVEMBER 
'COURT OPENING?
The courtroom in Sidney is expected to I 
be open by mid-November, a spokesman | 
for the British Columbia Development 
Corporation said Monday.
BCDC will be ' constructing judge’s 
chambers and has been waiting approval | 
from the treasury board before proceeding. 
“This has been obtained and now we’re 
waiting for the final word from the at­
torney-general’s office regarding staffing,’’ I 
said John Pitcher, corporation manager.
Pitcher said he expected construction to 
begin late September or early October. “It 
should only take 30 to 45 days, so it will be 
finished by mid-November.’’
The room currently used for council 
chambers will also double as a courtroom. 
The judge’s room and an adjoining 
washroom will be built onto the cour- | 
troom.
wiU be welcomed by .. 
police who currently spend much of theif I 
tinaeTr^yeiling b^weeh^yictofia,and Sidney I 
for appearances in the city court.
“It \yill also speed up the legal process,’’ 
a spokesman; for Sidneys RGMP said 
Monday
As well, he said, a judge and Crown 
prosecutor working regularly out of Sidney 
would become aware of local problems. “It 
all helps, it’s better in the long run to have 
the court here,’’
present unrealistic 
parking ratio. At a local 
major marina, on a hot 
summer Sunday, the car-to- 
boal ratio will approach 
three-to-one, while through 
weekdays it’s more likely 
onc-to-six.
In Ward’s opinion, a 
ratio of one-lo-15 would 
not be unrealistic.
While the ratio of 
transient boaters to per­
manent boaters remains a 
point of debate, Ward says 
transients should be catered 
to on a fairly large scale.
“Fifty visiting boats — a 
number we approach right 
now with our dilapidated 
wharf — can have upward 
of 200 people aboard.
“Figuring on one meal 
out and local purchases in 
the way of stores and 
souvenirs, this probably 
means an expenditure of at 
least $50 per boat per 24- 
hour period — or $2,500 a 
day as a conservative 
estimate.” - '
Some boats will take $50 
in fuel alone, Ward added.
He visited Roche Harbor 
on San Juan Island on the 
July 27 weekend and was 
overwhelmed, he says, at 
the number of visiting boats 
- upward of 200 with the ‘ 
transient docks and even 
the anchorages full. ,A 
T he Te s t a u r a n t w a s' 
booked solid, the : lounge 
and hotel jammed with 
people and,: there : was a'' 
“holiday atmosphere , , 
prevailing on a scale not 
even seen in our area on a:
Swiftsuie weekend.”
Ward found a similar
situation existing'at Friday J 
Harbor with, some 80 .x: 
visiting ; boats; Ilosaric); 
Deer Harbor and other 
resorts were likewise 
crowded, he was told. :
“I don’t think we’re far 
wrong in allowing for 200 
transient boaters during the 
summer months.”
Saailieliton Pilot Crashes
,A Saaiildiloii man is in 
stable condilion in liospiial 
alter lie ernsli-landi,ul liis 
liome-huilt aircraft in a 
Iteavy wooded area 2IK) 
yards sluul of Duncan 
airstrip. r
Prolessor Wtilicr Stauh, 
5S; of K2‘J()'Alee Road, 
builder-pilot ol llte plane, is 
suffering froin a liead 
w'ound and numerous 
injuries. His passenger, 
Mfs, Lorraine VVeleh, 41, 
of 832 Ulakeney Place, 
Vkiorin, is in saii.sfaciory 
wuiidition.
I.eo Gervnis, of Cobble 
Hill, n teacher In Dtrnctin 
for 10 motvtli.'i of tlic year, 
and a Hying instrucior with 
Juan Air Services of Sidney 
diiiini} (lie summer,' has 
been credited with the 
rescue ol tilt cuui»ie,
Duncait RCMP Const.
Kay Kobz.ey said Gervals 
landed at Duncan soon 
after tite crash and offered 
to take liim up because no 
c^ne' knew where llte plane 
liad gone down.
The wreck was located 
within 10 minutes and five 
miiuitcs later members of 
the Cowiehan Bay 
vohiiilcer fire deparimeni 
an ambulance and RCMP 
were nearing the wreck.
Mrs. Wcicli, who suP 
fered multiple injuries, had 
walked away from the crash 
and met lescueis at tire edge 
of the woods. ”
H Staub was pullcti from 
tlic wreckage and the couple 
was taken to Cowiehan 
District Hospital at 
Duncan, Staub is in tire 
intensive care unit.
I tic plane ^yvas a write- 
■off. ■'■■' ■ . .
SMILING FACES nre (lie naiTK? nf the game IH (he (Aitri^t informadon 
booth in Sidney. Localed on First Slrcci between Beacon Avenue and the 
Anacone.s ferry dock, the bureau’s staff hclp.s visitors to the area with 
information and directions fbr the Saanich peniiLsnla and Greater Victoria 
area. Staff members include back, left to right, Rebecca Oanticr, Debbie 
Cranipion, W. Morris, M. Cameron, Front, left to right, Dale Dletsch, 
Monica Benson, Lorraine Howard ami Carole McGcachic, The buieau is 
ojicn d.rily fiom 9 a.m, until ihe last feiiy fiom zknacoiles atiives in the 
early evening. -''■'■■■
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Mini Warehouse Ready In September
Bab's Family 
Restaurant





Open Mon. Thru Sat. 9 a.m. - 8 p.m. 
Phone Ahead (oi Faster Takeout
652-3954
^syslprd
'' FAMILY RESTAURANT 
OPEN DAILY 11 AM
FINE CANADIAN & 
CHINESE FOOD
DINE IN OR TAKE OUT 







Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner Daily 
Sunday Brunch 11:30 and 1:30 
7172 Brentwood Drive
652-2413
MR. CHARLES FAMILY |
STEAK HOUSE
Open 11 am to 9 pm 
Monday thru Saturday
Royal Oak Shopping Centie 
■LICENCED- 479-7313
lopposile the Gairten Centie)
Countiy Kitchen
Brentwood Shopping Plaza
"Honiestyle Cooking and Baking 
at Old Fashioned Puces"







THURSDAY & SUNDAY 
SMORGASBORD DINNER 
WEDNESDAY EVENING





NOW OPEN EVERY DAY 
PROMS P.M.
Under Now Ownership
2558 Bevan Ave., Sidney 
Reservations 656-4640
i hotel SidneyFoot of Beacon Ave.OCEAN VIEW
Try our famous salad bar 






Beacon Ptaza AAoll 




BEACON ave!. SIDNEY. B.C. 
The Fine.st in 
Family Dining
Open 7 a.m.-Midnight 
656-1176
RESTAURANT
Speelalliing In Chinese 
& Canadian Food
OPEN; MON.-THURS. 4" ■ MIDNIGHT 
FRI.-Sal. 4”-l»a.ri.
SUNDAY A* ■ 8" p.m.
Delivery with minimum order
2493 Beacon Ave. 656-39448
For o visit 
back to the 1890's 
COMPLETE LUNCHEON MENU \
Corner of Mt. Newton Cross 
Road & East Saanich Rrad 
652-1575
Sagal (!t)ak Jnu




a traditional English almosphere
7 Days a Week 5:30 to 10:30 
featuring
THE THATCH DISCO
two liveliest dance lloors; in Vicloiia. 
Open .- Mon! to SatrT : '
8 p.m. to 2 am. i! 658-5231 -
Sea ireeie Cafe - Silver
9776 - 4fh St. . Sidney
Behind the Post Ollice
— SPECIALIZING IN —
FISH tt CHIPS 
Breakfast-lunch-dinner
Open Daily 7;30 AM - 7:30 PM 





BREAKFAST — LUNCH 
. Chinos* Food 
At Rocsonoblo Prkot 
•Pick Up-Toko Out
2470 Boocon Avs. "eSd-IBial
Greater Victoria residents 
who don’t have enough 
space to store sports 
equipment, commercial 
business stock or pleasure 
boats will soon be able to 
solve their dilemma — for a 
price.
Sometime within the next 
two weeks Bruce Smith 
expects to open the first of 
his mini-warehouse storage 
units. When the complex, 
located on McDonald Park 
Road, is completed, there 
will be a total of 360 units 
available for public storage 
use. ''
Although the concept of 
mini-warehouse storage 
dates back 12 years to its 
start in Texas, the idea is a 
relatively new one in 
Canada. The warehouses 
first began popping up on 
the more northerly 
countryside about five years 
ago, and have enjoyed a 
slow but steady increase in 
popularity ever since.
Until now Smith has 
spent most of his career in 
the lumber business. But 
the idea of starting his latest 
project had been kicking 
around for a couple of 
years, and Smith, along 
with some local partners, 
finally decided to act on it.
The group, known as 
Mini Self Storage Park 
Ltd., bought 2'/2 acres of 
land west of' the Pat Bay 
Highway and went to work 
constructing the concrete 
structure. Smith expects 
about 40 units to be 
complete by the end of the 
first week of September, 
with the remainder ready 
for rental purposes by the 
end of the same month.
Smith and his partners 
have high hopes for the 
complex, simply because 
it’s the only one of its kind 
in the southern Vancouver 
Island-Greater Victoria 
area.
“We expect to attract 
people even from the centre 
of Victoria,” says Smith. 
“If they’re going away for a 
year and need a place to 
store their furniture, or if 
they live in apartments and 
want to store seasonal
earlier than the regular 
hours by paying a small fee 
to have the gates unlocked.
Each person renting a 
space, says Smith, will be 
given a key to his individual 
area. Renters will be 
required to sign in and sign 
out for security reasons 
only. Other security 
precautions will include 
complete fencing of the 
area and night lighting.
Those choosing to take 
advantage of the facilities 
offered at the mini­
warehouse will be able to 
store anything, within 
reason. Unit sizes ranging 
from five feet square to 10 
feet by 20 feet will be 
available, with the lowest 
monthly rental rate set at 
$17.50 and the highest at 
$66.75.
The smaller units could 
be used to store sports 
equipment or household 
goods, while the largest can 
accommodate anything 
from excess commercial 
business stock to a pleasure 
boat or spare vehicle.
All units will be supplied 
with electrical outlets, says 
Smith, so that if a tenant 
wants to do some work on a 
boat or vehicle he’ll have 
the basic facilities.
The pleasure boat trade 
in this area is one of the 
.main reasons his group 
chose Sidney to construct 
their warehouse, says 
Smith.
“We felt there might be a 
lot of people looking for a 
safe, dry place to store their 
boats for the winter,”
IT DOESN^'T look like much right now, but within the next month 
Bruce Smith (right) expects to“have his entire mini-warehouse 
storage complex completed and ready for business.
recreational equipment, this 
sort of idea is the most 
logical choice.”
Smith claims that in the 
long run those needing 
space — for whatever 
reason — are better off with 
a mini-warehouse rather
than a regular moving and 
storage house.
“This ; is cheaper, and 
there’s better, easier access 
than they’d find at a 
moving and storage 
house;” he points out; 7 
Once the complex is
completed, says Smith, a 
full-time resident manager 
wilT live on the premises. 
The storage areas will be 
open to users from 8 a.m. 
to 8 p.m. daily, but if an = 
emergency arises renters 
can get in even later or
BBTSSm
STEAK, PIZZA & SPAGHETTI HOUSE
DAILY L UNCHEON SPECIALS 
Mon. thru Fri,




SPECIAL OF THE DAY
OR TRY OUR
REGULAR LUNCH MENU
BRING YOUR FRIENDS TO SIDNEY’S NEWEST 
STEAK & PIZZA HOUSE. EVENING DINING IN 
FINE MEDITERANIAN TRADITION.
FOR RESERVATIONS 656-5596 




HAMBURGERS - FISH & C'RlPS 
v- ICE CREAM 
. EatPhone Jn’ -Jake out




•CHICKEN -FISH B CHIPS
Beacon Plaza Moll, Sidney
656-5442
^ LIBAN PIZZA
VILLAGE SQUARE in Brentwood 
OPEN: Tues. to Thurs. 4-n p.m. 
Fri. 8 Sot. 11 o.m.-l q.m. 
Sundoy 5-9 p.m.











9807 • 4th St., Sidney
OPEN DAILY AT 4:30 P.M, 
Closed Mondays
656-6722




(Cloied Mon. ft Tuot.) 











SOUPS a SALADS 
TAKEOUTS
Srd & Beacon Ave. 
656-4333
ON VOUR WAY 
IN rO TOWN 
S TOP AT THE
Serving 5471
46 different kinds of Hantsterly 
freshly inndc donul'i & Coffee Rd.
SAVE WITH THIS COUPON
Good Monday to Thursday till Sept . 15/79
ONE DOZEN DONUTS
PAT BAY HWY. AT ELK LAKE
25t!
WhOT lo t?ltt your vimiors 6 WmiU
IKWUlHa
ARDMORE GOp’COURSE, WO Ardmore Dr. & Wcsl SmbhIcIi Road, Sidney
A co/y‘l-holcr, ideal for families. Bcouliful scenery and special twilight rates for 9-holc 
6S6l^»2l F'-’htals — picnic and barbecue facilitie.s — swimming beach. IHione
lIRT.NI'WOOD INN, 7172 itrentwood DHve, llreniwood. 652-2413.
SALMON FISHING, lloat Rcnial, Guided FlslilngTrip* (ali inclusive)
I'ainily fisliing in the protected Saanich Inlet. Brentwood Boat Rentals (1971) Ltd. at the 
IVrry Dock, llrentwood Bay. Phone 652-1014. ,,
HOTEL SIDNEY, 2537 Bcaeon Ave., Sidney. 656-1311
Wednesday night «.|2 p.m. is Talent Night in the Pub. Fiiday & Saturday night Duncan 
llray with guitar enierininment In the Lounge 8-13 p.m.
HIE PRAIRII'; INN, corner Ml. Newton X Roads and liasi Saanich Rd. 656-1575 
Relax by the fire and listen to live entertainment while playing Cltcss.CribbaRe, Checkers, 
Backgammon, Darts or Pool,
HOYAl. OAK INN, 4f>80 Elk Lake Dr., Vlctotla, oSN-SUl 
DiscfJ pancing at Tlic Thatcli Monday to Saturdgyon the two liveliest dance floor* in
cover chnriic except Friday natuidayl'
SIDNEY TRAVELODGE, 22110 Beacon Ave.. Sidney. 656-1176
Fnnzlcs Place every Friday mid Saturday night 9 - 3 «.m., dance to the music of the 5(Vr. 
featuring in the l.ounge.Rav Marquette, Coimlry/Folk Music. R:O0 p.m to Midnight,
A game for mom, dad, 
and the children that can 
compete with television? 
That’s the claim by Van­
couver psychologist Ian 
Percy who developed the 
game Let’s Talk and 
decided to launch it across 
Canada during the Year of 
the Child.
Sidney Toyland on 
Beacon Avenue is one of 
the first stores in the 
country to sell the game. It 
costs $9.95 and is “built on 
the old fashioned value that 
families are the key to a 
healthy society,” Percy 
says.
Store owner Ralph Dahl 
hasn’t sold many yet, but 
it’s only been in hi.s shop a 
fev/ weeks, he says.
"Games are ju,St starting 
to pick up. We’ve .sold a 
few but it hasn't taken off 
yet.”
The game was introduced 
in B.C. on a trial basis 
during Family Month lust 
May and many family 
agencies and school boards 
arc reportedly using the 
game to teach com­
munication skills and lo 
increase im crest in family 
interaction.
“Enjoying each other 
and talking together as a 
family is one of the most 
pleasurable experiences of 
life,” Percy says. He claims 
bis game encourages 
families to communicate 
with each other anti 
provides a fun context in 
which lo gel that interaction 
happening.
As far us he knows, Percy 
says, it’s the only game that 




Sidney Kinsmett Twirlers 
and Unim Corps at Sidney 
Elementary School on 
Thursday, 6ih and I3lh, 
Srp»./79. 5 p,m. - 8 p.m. 
Twirlers agci 5 yrs, and 
over. Drill Corps 4 yrs. 
Drum Corps, Iloys and 
Girls age 10 yrs and over. 
Information call: 65frS295.
The game, which is 
adaptable for. all age groups 
and all types of families 
includes cards containing 
such unfinished sentences 
as “One of the nicest things 
that happened last week 
was..." or “One thing 
parents can learn from 
children is...” As players 
land on different squares 
they take turns completing 
these sentences.
There’s a competitive 
element in the game with 
“bonus coupons” which 
hdVc real prizes, like 
“Planning a family outing 
for this Sunday af­
ternoon,” of real chores —■ 
“Cleaning the inside of the 
car."
“In spite of the chance of 
having added chores to do, 
children desperately try to 
land on one of the bonus 
squares,” Percy says.
At the end of the game 
homi-ses arc recorded on a 
summary sheet so the 
family can make sure they 
get carried out. “In this 
way,” Percy points out, 
“the game actually becomes 
a part of the day-to-day 
family life.” Blank cards 
are included so that every 
^family can adapt to their 
particular interest and 
situations.
The B.C. Council for the 
Family - provincial 
organization devoted to the 
concept of keeping the 
family together - does not 
endorse tlie game.
“Wc wouldn't ‘Jo that, 
wc don’t endorse 
anything,” a spokesman 
for the conitcll says. “But 
one of our executives tried 
it with his children and said 
it wa.s jiFstgrcatl
I Post Off ices 
I Close
i Post offices will be closed 
Sept. 3, In ob.servatlon of 
I nhniir
There will be no mail 
deliveries or street letter box 
collections on this holiday. 
Full postal service will 
re,snmeSepi.4.
t
By the time you reach 55 your 
needs are special, and that's the 
reason for Prime 55. It's a complete 
money management programme 
for those 55 and better that is fully 
guaranteed and completely free. 
Prime 55 is designed to handle all 
your money needs easily, giving 
you a high return and eliminating 
all charges, don't accept less.
DON'T ACCEPT LESS TH AN :
• 9% interest paid monthly
• Unlimited free chequing
• Personalized cheques at no 
charge
• Monthly statements
• Cancelled cheques returned
• '/4 % extra on Savings 
Certificates
• Thomas Cook Travellers 
:.|ues no commission charge
• Money orders no sales charge
• 50% reduction on safety 
deposit box rales
® Transfers between accounts no
• Banking at any Westcoast 
branch
• All deposits are guaranteed 
without limit by the Provincial 
Credit Union Share and 
Deposit Guarantee Fund
As important as the things we can 
do for your money are the things 
we do for you. At Westcoast vve 
want your biisine.ss and weTI 
provide the same good service that 
all our members have coine to 
expect,
Come into tlie Westcoast Savings 
branch near you. Let us show you 
how wo can do flioro for your 
money, »
V .('ni.til) fi.) Hial *. iully gniir,-!anii-iid
WeSTCOASY SAVINGS CREDIT UNION 0.ik, R.-,y, 0,.k B.-,y Vilbn- 
James Bay, Colwood, hs,|.iim.-.1l , nnwmown, Hillsiac, ..[kISook,!’ '
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North Saanich Committee ‘E’ News In Eeview
Persons who own land in 
North Saanich through 
which runs a natural 
watercourse, will receive no 
assistance at present from 
the municipality, towards 
deepening, cleaning, or 
enclosing the waterways.
It is municipal policy to 
leave watercourses in their
natural state, partially 
because of the necessity of 
continual maintainance 
required following initial 
attempts to correct un­
suitable situations.
Culverts (enclosures), are 
especially disastrous, said 
municipal engineer, Leo 













must inevitably be enlarged. 
He made the statement 
Monday evening at a North 
Saanich Committee “B” 
meeting.
Alderman Bob Thom­
pson spoke highly of the 
students of Parkland 
School during a meeting of 
Committee B, (North 
Saanich) Aug. 27.
Mr. Thompson said that 
the students had organized 
a committee and policed the 
actions of the few who 
ilormally attempt to repaint 
the local buildings at 
graduation time, with the 
result that only one minor 
incident occurred.
He was very pleased with 
the manner in which the 
students had reacted to 
requests to contain the 
problem, and requested 
that council dispatch a 
letter of commendation to 
the students and to Mr. 
Lott, the principal.
Actions such as these 
should be brought to the 
attention of the public, said 
Alderman Thompson, to 
show the public just how 
responsible young people 
can be.
Members of North 
Saanich Council’s com­
mittee B, will meet with 
their counterparts on 
Sidney council this week, to 
discuss the proposed 
changes to the Regional 
Library.
In a letter to council
Hi *gB'COME. JOIN m
676 SIDNEY KINSMEN, ROYAL CANADIAN AIR CADET SQUADRON, 
IS COMMENCING THEIR TRAINING YEAR - 1979-80,
ON THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 6, 1979.
Anyone (male or female) between the ages of 13-19, is welcome 
to come to the Squadron Headquarters, at the Industrial 
Airport site at 7:00 p.m.
EAT BETTER. LIVE BETTER
Your health comes first 
our friiits, Vegetab!es and 
staple foods are guaranteed 
natural. We’ve a wide selection.
® Natural Vitamins ® Raw Sugar 
» Whole Grain Flours ® Rice 
® Dried Fruits ® Herbal Teas 
® Unsalted Foods ® Beans
©Seeds
®Frozen Yogurt Cones 
The home of fresh roasted 
peanut butter - made while 
you wait!
Enter Your Name Now for Vita Mix Draw!!
Vita Mix makes bread, juices, hot soups, all grain cereals, flour, peanut butter etc. 
etc. Leave your name and address at store and win this free kitchen appliance.
SUNFLOWER 
HEALTH FOODS
Trafalgar Square Shopping Centre 
Brentwood Bay Phone652-12U
Open to • 6 Momlny to HuliirtlHy
dated July 31, 1979,
Library Director, Fred T. 
White, said that the present 
branch is short of stock by a 
huge margin. Total supplies 
at present are 9,800 
volumes but North
American Standards 
suggest approximately 2 
volumes per capita as a 
minimum collection for any 
branch.
Combining the 
populations of North 
Saanich and Sidney
produces a total of 11,429
persons, which would mean 
that the library should
contain no fewer than 
22,858 volumes.
In addition, wrote Mr. 
While, the building is far 
too inadequate to handle 
the volume of work, from a 
staff viewpoint, and for 
public usage, there are only 
two tables, and twelve 
chairs.
The perennial question of 
which area gains most use 
of the library, was also 
answered in Mr. Whites 
letter. Figures reported for 
the month of March 1979 
show the usage to be almost 
equal.
Motorists travelling
McTavish Road will be 
given an extra warning of 
the 4-way stop, since the 
flashing red lights seem to 
be ineffective.
Signs warning of the 
stop, will be painted on the 
road in the near future, in 
hopes that fewer drivers will 
Tun’ the intersection.
Members of Committee 
B hope that the warning will 
help to avoid what appears 
to be an impending accident 
hazard.
At the same lime, school 
signs and cross-walks are 
being repainted, and the 
work will be completed 
before school re­
commences.
North Saanich Council 
will undertake to advertise 
that cutting of trees on 
municipal land is illegal.
Municipal engineer, Leo 
den Boer said at a Com­
mittee B meeting Aug. 27, 
that the problem is 
escalating with the current 
popularity of wood-burning 
stoves and heaters.
□ Attention was brought 
to the problem following a 
staff report of a tree-cutting 
incident on the Cromar 
Beach access road.
Total Of 81 Beach 
Access Sites Says 
Municipal Engineer
Resolutions 321 and 364,' 
regarding public beach 
access and the related 
parking problems in the 
District of North Saanich, 
were once again tabled at a 
meeting of Committee B, 
Monday, August 27. ,
It was revealed, however, 
by municipal engineer, Leo 
den Boer, that the 
municipality contains 81 
public access sites, though 
very few are utilized at 
present.
The resolutions 'were 
made to facilitate the 
establishment of policies 
regarding the beach access 
roads, and the resulting 
study has been delayed due 
to the unayailabiUty of data 
from the Capital Regional 
District, at present studying 
the issue from a 
recreational standpoint.
It is hoped by Mr. den 
Boer that the C.R.D. will 
have issued a first draft of 
their report on the subject 
before the next committee 
meeting, which will allow 
the policy establishing 
sessions to commence.
Many of the access points 
are not usable, said Mr. den 
Boer,, because of the non- 
recreational status of the 
beaches. Some are merely 
carrying ditches and other 
drainage facilities, and 
many are very steep or 
otherwise difficult, which 
could be hazardous to the 
'■public.' '■■T'.'T-^':
He is pleased, however, 
with the available potential, 
^ arid said ;ThSJ;wib£.;.i. P?V 
sonally, would not; have 
believed sticlr A great 
number of access points 
existed, prior to the studies.
A pretty double ring 
ceremony was solemnized 
in St. Paul’s United Church 
on July 28th when Wendy 
Lenore Kerr, daughter of 
Mr. & Mrs. Rus,sell Kerr 
became the bride of John 
■ Stanley Braithwaitc son of 
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas 
Braithwaitc. Rev. Hori 
Pratt assisted by Rev, 
Robert Samson officiated.
The bride entered the 
church on the arm of her 
father as Hazel Pliillips 
sang the “V/edding song” 
accompanied by Audrey 
Ostroni. Her dress was .silk 
sheer with sctilptnrcd 
neckline, empire waist and 
fitted bodice appliqued witli 
gtiipurc luce. The full .skirt 
and sleeves had repeals of 
lace appliques, The train 
and flared cuffs were edged 




1. Register your name when purchasing 
model kit at Sidney Toyland
2. Model to be completed by 
October 31st 1979.
3. All models to bo displayed 
in Toyland window
4. Judging will be held Nov. 3,1979
JUNIOR
(Agos lo 12 years) 
l$t PRIZE '40 MODEL KIT 
2nd PRIZE <25. MODEL KIT 
3id PRIZE '10. MODEL KIT
SENIOR
(Ages 13-18 years) 
Isl PRIZE'40. MODEL KIT 
2nd PRIZE '25. MODEL KIT
3rd PHIZE >10. MODEL KIT
SEE SIDNEY TOYLAND — 2436 BEACON AVE. 656-1411
wedding hat of matching 
lace and illusion tulle, she 
carried white , freesias, 
heather and yellow car­
nations.
Shirlce Buckborough 
acted as matron of honor 
for her sister, Denise 
Ostrom as bride.smaid. 
They wore matching pale . 
green brocaded crepe 
dresses with picture hats en 
lone, and carried yellow 
carnations. The best man 
was Fred Poison, Ushers 
'Art Wilson and Robert 
Biishby. Paul Buckborougli 
was Bible boy, Scott Buck- 
borough and Clark Kerr 
were ring bearers. All male 
fitteiidanis wore beige and 
brown tuxedos. The
groom’s tuxedo was all
lH;igc,
During the signing of the 
register n trumpet .solo by 
Ted Kerr “My Cup
Uuiineth Over” was
I'ollowed by Hazel Pliillip.s 
solo "The Wedding 
ITuyer”,
Glen lluckhorough was 
M.C. at the reception held 
in the orelinrd at St. JoluT.s 
in Deep Cove, A cold plate 
WHS served in the hall where 
Neil Reintcr proposed the 
toast to the bride. The 
guests returned lo the 
orcliard tube served a piece 
of the gloom’s cake by tlie 
bridal couple, The birde’s 
cake was made and 
decorated by‘Shirlce Buck- 
borough the groom’s cake 
was made by tlic groom’s 
inoihcr.
White and yellow flowers 
decorated both tlic dnircli 
and the hall, The reception 
tables had floral 
nrrangemeiiis in the same 
color and yellow hurricane 
lamtH The head itihlewns 
centred by the tierd wed­
ding cake flanked by 
candlcbras and bowls of 
wltiic and yellow nowo;..
On iltclr rciurn from 
their lioneymoon the 
newlyweds’ will retdde in 
their hnrnp on Rest haven




WALLACE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities



















































Cheese Dinner ■ : Tea' ■ Bread Dough
144 5 loaves I\3W $299 $|19
1 KRAFT CARNATION
YORK 1
I Cheese Slices Milk Meat Pies 1
385 ml. Beef, Chicken & Turkey |
$169
1.... . . . ....
2/8S' 2/89*
1 MISS MEW SUNLIGHT ALLEN 1









1 Chili Con Peanut Butter Coffee Rich 11 Game Creamy^^^^^ 500 g. |
1 Hot or Mild
•fAfv
1 1.5 kg. $109 1
1 15 OZ. m ‘1 1
1 MAPLE LEAF
DARE
HELLMAN'S BEST FOODS 1
IChed’r Spread Cookie Jar Mayonnaise 1
1" 16 oz. 2 lb. 750 ml. 1
1 $^59 $199 $139
1 PURITY A-P. HEINZ □
. IMPERIAL 1
1 riour Tomato Margarine
Ketchup1
mm ■ 1
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Silver Threads In Review
Monday through Friday 
— centre open, cards, 
library, billiards, morning 
coffee, afternoon tea.
Monday — holiday — 1 
to 4 p.m. centre open for 
drop-ins.
Tuesday — 9 a.m. silver 
bells: 9:30 a.m. lapidary; 10
WEATHER SUMMARY
Mox. Temp. (Aug. 25) 
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The Breakwater Issue
We don’t have the temerity to lay claim to 
certainty, but we would lay heavy odds on the 
likelihood that the Sidney breakwater-harbour 
will turn out to be the best thing to happen in the 
Saanich Peninsula for many a year.
It hasn’t happened yet, of course, but with 
MLA Hugh Curtis and MP Donald Munro 
solidly behind the project, and coupled with the 
federal support the two men are getting in 
Ottawa, indications are that current 
negotiations will be successfully concluded and 
the money found to get the breakwater un­
derway.
. Hopefully, very soon.
The breakwater plan is an exciting concept, 
one that will put Sidney and the peninsula well 
and truly on the map — but it will do more.
High unemployment and the need to stimulate 
the economy —these are two basic problems 
which haunt both federal and provincial 
"governments. |
Here on the peninsula everyone in their daily | 
lives sees the impact of these problems on the | 
community — the store that opens up and then | 
shuts up shcrp within a small space of time; the | 
jobless youngsters lounging on street corners | 
reflecting the times in which we live: |
The breakwater will inject some millions into | 
the economy and provide more than 300 jobs. | 
We badly need this major boost in terms of . 
annual; revenue, increased sales in stores, and |
: more work for our people. I
Unlike most industries, boats aren’t ugly or | 
^ objectionable — on: the contrary, visiting boats | 
will, we believe, add color to our already at- | 
tractive waterfront. And we wouldn’t expect the | 
charming, easy pace of Sidney to alter.
Sidney-North Saanich chamber of commerce 
has done a good job in getting this proposal off I 
the ground, and special praise should go to the i; 
chamber’s director of harbor developmient. Bob | 
Ward, for his work in promoting the break- 
::''::::'water.''"'
Now Hugh Curtis is back from Ottawa and 
encouraging progress following his 
meetings and discussions on possible funding 
formulas for the breakwater construction.
Mr. Curtis has a good track record for his 
past efforts bn our behalf and we wish him well. 
His success inthis endeavor means a great deal, e 
believe, to future prospects on the peninsula.
LONG TERM AVERAGES
Mean Mox. 20.1
Record Max. (Aug. 22/42) 30.0°C 
Moon Min. 10.5®C
Record Min. (Aug. 22/44) 5.0°C
Meon 15.7®C
Procipitotion 464.1 mm
a.m. painting: noon lunch; 
1 p.m. whist, crocheting, 
lapidary, painting; 7 p.m. 
night games.
Wednesday — 10 a.m. 
novelties; noon hot dinner; 
1 p.m. mah-jong, 
discussion group (Reno trip 
has a short discussion group
for those people who have 
not been on the trip before. 
Things to discuss — dress, 
cost, accommodation, etc.); 
2 p.m. concert — “The 
Seranaders”; 7 p.m. band 
practice.
Thursday — 9:30 a.m. 






Max. Temp. (Aug. 25) 24.0°C
Min. Temp. (Aug.24 8 26) II.C^C 






Brought to you through the courtesy of
whqm
new and used e sail and power
10431 Resthaven
(corner Harbour Rd. & Resthaven) 
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SER VICE
as a matter of fact
s.-
it was uniformly bland.
They reduced the level to the point where there 
could not possibly be any cause for controversy or 
even discussion. They found and held to the 
lowest common denominator and any 
programming which moved above this garbage 
level was ruthlessly wiped out.
This was the United States and, admittedly, we 
are somewhat better off in this country because of 
our publicly-owned broadcasting system, but it, 
too, is consistently reducing the content level of 
programming.^^^^ ^ ^ “
What I am saying is that most of the stuff 
which is heard tmd seen on radio and television is 
trash and unless a child is given access to some 
other form of culture, he will join the faceless 
If we sold reading as we sell soap flakes or dOg multitude which passiyely accepts the brain-
food or a lot of the other garbage pitched on numbing commercialism ^ which insults the in-
yradio arid television and, we inust ruefully admit , - (diligence of ariy listener-viewer above the level of
in the nevYspapefs, we might raise a generation of high-grade moron. And, of course, the larger this
people who had some intellectuaJ resources when passive throng becomes the rnore influerce it
they became old and some of the other joys began exerts, even if inertly, and the jess chance there is
CHURCH DIRECTORY'
Attend The Church Of Your Choice 
This Weekend
Safe Walking Rules
If you have a child just entering school for the 
first time this fall or enrolled in a primary grade, 
consider this advice from the B.C. Automobile 
Association: Don’t drive your youngster to or 
from school. ,
The reason, says the auto club, is that each 
driving parent adds to traffic congestion around 
school grounds, presenting a hazard to small 
students. The advice applies especially in in- 
clcmcni weatliei.
Drivers maneuvering to drop off young 
passengers create confusing traffic patterns in 
Peninsula school areas, .sometimes contributing 




That statement is prompted by a story in The 
Review last week which told of a campaign held 
by the local library branch to interest kids in 
reading. The young people signed a “legal” 
contract to read a number of books — between 25 
and 50 — during the summer holiday. To get the 
club going librarians visited schools and spoke to 
classes. An intergalactic space theme was.decided 
upon although kids could and did read anything 
they liked.
Well, there’s one thing you can be sure of. The 
kids who read 25 books this summer will never be 
the same. They are probably marked for life and 
many of them may even become hooked on 
reading.
If so, they stand a much better than average 
chance of ending up as adults of a maturity and 
even serenity.
In “The Powers That Be”, a fine new book on 
the media, David Halbcrstam pinpoints the time, 
many years ago, when television and, to a lesser 
degree, radio, censed to become instruments of 
public information and education and passed 
totally under the sway of commerce which, in 
order to get the most money out of each minute, 
watered down the quality of programming so that
of any sort of a cultural reformation.
We have passed the reins of power in radio and 
television to the marketplace and the acquisition 
of profit and, in my opinion, there is no way we 
can reverse this trend. More and more of people 
who want to hang on to some of the intellectual 
values, are throwing their TV sets out the window 
and tuning their radios, if they must be heard, to 
theCBC.
And so the huckstering which goes on over the 
airwaves and the inane crap which, with some 
exceptions, is the standard force offered by radio 
and television, is the principal influence to which 
our kids arc exposed in their formative years.
Anything we can do to diminish the influence 
of this garbage or any other resource we can 
provide for their intellectual curiosity has got to 
be beneficial. And, that is what makes reading so 
important. If we have to sell it by the same 
dishonest methods used to sell commercial 
products, well, by all means, let’s do so.
Anything to get them reading. And it doesn’t 
matter very much what they read at the begin­
ning. They will, hopefully, discover richer things 
.as their addiction takes hold and even if they 
don’t the worst of reading is at least as good, if 
not better, than the best of radio and TV.






Wednesday, Sept. 5 
10:00 a.m. ‘ Hply
ST. STEPHEN’S ; v 
11:15 a.m. Hqly
Communion 










10364 McDonald Park Rd. 








7:00 p.m. Praise & Share 
, Thursday
7:00 p.m. Bible Study 
“Preaching the Christ- 














' : ; ST. PAUL’S : ; . -
One Service Only 
St. Paul’s 11:00 a.m;
Rev. Melvin H. Adams 





7180 East Saanich Rd. 
9:45o.m. 
BRENTWOOD 























7:30 p.m. Wedne.sday 
Prayer
ALL ARE WELCOME 
' Pa.storH.E. Dawes 
656-6940
OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W. Saanich Road 
Saturday Mass 5:30 p.m. 
Sunday Mass 9:00 a.m.
ST. ELIZABETH’S 
CHURCH
10030 Third St., Sidney
Sunday Masses 
10:15 a.m.& 11:15 a.m. 
Weekday Masses 
9:00 a.m.
the walk/cion’t walk signs. Teach children to 
start across only at the beginning of the ap- 
, , „ j c .1 propriate signal. Instruct them also to watch
haphazardly across the road to and liom the carefully for turning cars and e.xplain that while 
tumily car arc e.xposed to great danger. an aid to safe crossing, it cannot be
^ lnsa.,Uoldrlvmg Children CO schoo , the upon totally ~ they should look in alt
club recommends that parents help them 'earn
sale walk.ne rules - and on rainy days, prov.de ,hc same way children have leariied
them with well-fitting, light-coloured raincoats towatch for the correct light, they should learn to
Crossword Courtesy Of
THE BOOKWORM





and rain hats. If yon dropphildren off on the ..go’' sienal given by n crossing
diswnce " “ ' ' ® *'“7 th' signal is
Plan to walk children to school for the first „„„„ explain to children that the
lew days a.id meet them afterward. Gel started j ^ ,vatch
n, plcmy ol i.ine, so the.e ,s no need to hurry or ^
inn. 7his way, thp Ittearn to walk safely. demonstrate respect by observing directions of 
If thcrc-s_a school b.is ava,table walk w.ih ,hu crossing guard, advises tlielJCAA. 
ctu dren to the bus for a few days and meet them streets children cross may be
at the slop wt.en they arrive home. ' unguarded. On such streets, tenet. the.t. .0
Before long you..gs.ers wit probably waul lo dirccious before stepping off the curb
walk to -seliool o. the bus alone this may pieced only when there is a good break
meiu.w.th frK.ids, bui..ola.. adult. ^ „„ _
A cluld w.ll be better «iu.pped to go d .itpnc „„oss the s.reet. On two-way streets, they 
by tilth, it the parent has mapped out the salest jpopjo check carcf..lly to the icti ....lit .■caching 
ro..te. fhe youngsier should hetold why., .s.he ^
best way, and why alicrnale routes “f® ■















31, New ktcir 
.32, Toft !
34 Ci:'mpK5ni.3n * 
36 Meiol 
(Okiener
37. In ihot pleice 
39 Pfekh 
41, Low Dutcli 
(nbbr)
42 Mote weird 
















desirable, even though possibly shorter. Finally, impress on your children that the
lo select the salest route, keep the tollowing to .school is no time for play. Playing tag or 
mind: Wherever possible, choose controlled diverting games while walking can
intersections for children to cross. Control may
be by a mech.....cal irall.e s.g.u.l. au adult Remember that children are imitative, A 
crossing guard or a member oni.e school safety own actions in traffic innuence the
' . ,'u . 1 1 J t child’s development in traffic habits, If you
At ciossings with traffic signals, explain the ^valk safely, they wiii very likely do the same, 




9, Shot iiiie 
10, Doybreok 
(comb form)

















































“With Christ at heart 
and you in mind.”
Anglican ctiurcli oi ednodo
THE PARISH 
























2295 Weller Aye, 
Sun,, .Sept. 2nd 
Family W'nrship with 
Holy Communion, 
11:00 a.m.













7:30 p.m, Bible Study 
vV Prayer





Meets each Sunday 
Keating Elem. School 
6843 Central Saatilclt Rd.
Lord's Supper 9:30 a.m. 
Family Service 11:00 a.m. 
Cottage






7t)0a W. .Sauiiiicii Rd. 
Brentwood Bay 






The Church By The Lake
Elk Lake
Community Baptist 




The Nursery and 
.lunior Church 
ColTee iTiiowidJip
Minister J.C.A,. Ration 
^ 652.M76
A warm weifome to all
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IT’S NO GOOD IF IT’S NOT AUTHENTIC
B> PF.GCIEROVVAND
Eric Lewis is about to spend $1.5 million on 
the swishiesl. swankiest, most truly British 
Hotel ever seen in British Columbia.
The Empress? Empress Who, says l,ewis, 
turning up his nose.
As owner of the Waddling Dog Inn on the 
Pat Bay Highway, Lewis intends to be the 
best. The Very Best. F^eriod.
“ I’m a primma donna. 1 want to do best.”
“If someone’s doing better, 1 want lo beat 
him.”
He strides over to the architect’s drasvings 
which almost cover one of the walls in his 
office. “This is me - built from a dream.”
He points to the plan. “This isn’t CPR 
stuff. It’s unusual,’’ he says seriously,” for an 
individual lo do this.”
.AiuL of course, he’s quite right.
Lewis, for wiiorn nothing is any good if it’s 
not autlicniic, who is wholly obsc.sscd with the 
genuine article, is building his 30-hedrooni 
hclid on to)' of his inn. Construction is un- 
tL.iu.nr and completion is .set for March.
Oi the 17 firms who bid for the work, only 
three stayed in to the last moment before the 
contraet svas awarded - the others were simply 
not capable of doing the work, Lewis says. 
I'armer Construction got the job.
“It’s going to be a beautiful building,” ft 
; Lewis says. He’s been thinking about it for 
years, has always wanted to build an hotel 
that Avon Id “stand The test of time,” of which 
people would say, “Isn’t that a fine building!”
British architect David Hambleton has 
designetl the hotel which boasts 30 super 
bedrooms, ettclvmeasuring 300 square feel — 
and ttll air cotidilioned — a resident’s lounge 
with a huge fiieplace and a separate private 
dining room. ,
All ceilings will be beamed, every door 
handmade to order, and all windows leaded.
T he cut rent dining room and kitchen will 
double in size and sound proofing will be so 
efficient customers i.n the exclusive bedrooms 
won’t hear their neighbor’s television or tlie 
toilet fhtshing.
All furniture is being imported from 
Engliind. I.ewis says there wouldn’t be any 
point in having English architecture and using 
modern, Canadian furnittire.
! ewis’ demand for quality extends: to the 
snntllcst item — there’ll be monogrammed ice 
: buckets, the best toilet soap. Everything will 
be tione with class, he says with satisfaction.
“With the amount of tnoney I’m spending I 
cotiUl have built 75 bedrooms,” Lewis says. 
But the 30 bctlrooms will be the best. “T’hey’ll 
be more ihitn jttsl bedrooms.”
Kooms will cost iti the mid-$.50 range and 
upwards, according to the rootn and season. 
,A1I beds will be (iiteeti-si/e, atid only llie best 
linetiuscd,
fhe lesitlem's lounge will Imve ehesterfields. 
wiitingvlesk, book ciiHC, lotsofohl books iiiid 
for Msitiiig Biitishets, the London Times tiiul 
Manchester (marilian.
We've all seen cariouns depicting wifey with 
a lollitigpiti all "Ct to give hubby a hiding,
And W'cTe Tamiliiitwith the chap who’s 
d|inking in the indi and wTien it gets late says 
with a nei vmis gi m,” I’ve got to Ire gtiing, the 
wife will kill me '
W ciicvei liikcft either ol these seriously. But
'■"“ft
we shouh.1,
We’ve lead mountains of words on child 
baitetiiig atui wile hatieritig but husband 
battel mg?
Most people ate incieihiloiis at the viry 
idea, bill it is a fact ol life says Barry 
Wyckhain, director of the Saanich Peninsula 
(.hiitlance Association,
The issue tines not have a hi(.’h profile, 
probably Ivceausc the incidence of husband 
beat inn is fat less imm wile or baity biealinn — 
rnid ab'O. I’ccali a.' men wmild likely warn to 
conceal theii,situation Irmn others.
Wyckhain, who has counsdled husliaitds 
alih this piolrk'iu, .sa.vi he t.isklci it lt> LCtllu)', 
them lo talk about eonllici,
”1 ask them, ’Would yon want 100 miles to 
avoirl conflict?’'
“yyinil other ilnnns have you vvaikeU away 
Troin?’
'What arc yon alfaid of losing if you stay?’ 




^Ptn a primma donna, I want to do best.
If someotnPs doing heller I want to heal him,’
W'hen the inn’s gas pumps have been movetl 
hack to the apart mem block site behind the 
inn, when the colorful gardens and shrrihs are 
in, the eonstriiciion finished ;md the outside 
floodlit (but subdued, like ihe Empress), the 
Waddlini' Dog will look like an English 
conniry inn, Lewis says with pride,
It ccTiainly won’t he a typietd North 
Ameticiiii hotel and Lewis makes no bones 
ahoiil the fact that Ire’s not looking for the
overnight camper, the average tourist to book 
in iit the inn ne.M year.
He’s itftcr a totally differem traveller, the 
person who appreciiites fine food, lop service, 
hcamiful I’urniture, piemres and archilcclure 
and a British atmosphere — and who has the 
money io pay for these things.
”I'm looking for the discriminating 
ciislonierwho wants to stay somewhere with 
cliisH,” l,.ewis says.
He doesn’t doubt for a moment that he’ll fill i 
his hotel. His current dining room is always I 
over-booked and for years he’s been pestered | 
by calls from the U.S. and across Canada from c 
people who think the inn provides ac- | 
commodation. . ,
More than four million cars come off the | 
ferry at Swartz Bay and pass by the inn an- t 
nually — I know we can capture the market, | 
Lewis says confidently. Certainly, this is in- i 
dicated by feasibility studies which had to be j 
taken before he could get the mortgage money | 
to build.
Lewis looks further into the future and says j 
he can visualize “us adding on another 30 i 
bedrooms in a few years.”
Stockily-built, with thick white hair topping 
a youthful, aggressive face, the 49-year-old 
Lewis communicates excitement for the hotel 
he is creating.
And this is how he .sees himself — as a 
creator. Yes, he’s a businessman and he’ll 
make money from his dream but there’s more 
than dollars and cents in it for Lewis.
He’s an achiever. And a forceful — even 
slightly formidable person, When he says he 
wants to be tops you kivow he means it. rhat it 
would likely be a no-holds-barred situation.
He dismisses with a few careless words a 
past business venture that would, for most 
people, constitute the highlight of their lives.
But for.:Lewis — entrepeneur extraordinary 
^ it was jusT another episode in ’dn action- 
'. packed life.'
Years ago he bought a hairdressing business 
in New Zealand. “Never cut hair in my life 
before,” he .says in his, abrupt way. But he 
became the town barber. And the town 
'bookie. ",
There’s an echo of nostalgia in his voice 
when he talks about the days when he was a 
steward with CPR. “1 enjoyed it, I was very 
good at my job,” he says.
He theorizes that “often, later in life, one 
comes back to doing something one once 
enjoyed dong.”
Linking the dream of his fine hotel to the 
,CPR job, he says they both belong to the 
hospitality industry.
Lewis came to Canada from England at age 
eight and went to a private school at Duncan 
whose emblem, Industrias et Veritate, (hard 
work and truth) appears on his inn’s sign.
In between trips to New Zealand and 
England, Lewis owned Ensign Motors for 12 
years before, in 1968, building a drive-in 
hamburger resiauranl at the Waddling Dog 
site. Four years later he.began operating his 
service station and resiauranl which were 
successful but left Lewis .still unfuinilcd.
Then a British firm specializing in authentic 
pubs was contracted to produce tlic genuine 
English atmosphere and the Waddling Dog 
waiting lounge is the result.
Now Tic’s on lo his final step — adding guest 
rooms of the same British character to 
complete the inn he's dreamed of for years,
Our only dcrenw against aggression is with 
aggression. Wyckhain sttys, ”Wiilidrawal or 
retreat is a subtle fdrin of aggression,
“We're all looking IbV ieetibackz-When wv 
idreai the other person is left liolding all iliai 
garbage.”
lie says people reach the point of physical 
violence lot two reasons. ”T'heylve Icaineil to 
conchide eonnict with physical violence. 
Television leache.s Its this,”
“And llien some people tite unable to 
verbalize rheir fnistration and rage, I’aii of 
connselling procedme is lo leacli people how 
lo talk and how to listen.”
Blit violence is always nnsuccessful, bce',nise 
nolliing is ever comTiided, "T hen there's all 
that gnili and shame to cope with.”
Abuse, Wyekhani says, vm be eiilict 
pliysienl or tneniril or a combination of both.
”1( oficn Inippens wbeii people leel trapped 
wiiliiii a sitiialion in which llicy led
;,ft
inadeqn.Mc, can't h.rmU'i' n-o .'iw vnu or
and ciin't talk about.
“Violence follows.'' ,,
, Wyt’khnm is reluctant to trace the ap- 
paicnily new pbcnumcii.t ui hnsb.md butiing 
to the women’s liberation moveinein,
In the pa.si, because wtnncri hail to deal witli 
inasculinc ptower they had ii,> rind suTnlc ways 
of gaining ftccd,j)m,ft of being .TiTTCssisf,
Wyckhain say.s.
And, he suggesls, the more we eliinirmie 
power from a lelaiionshtp the less aggres.slon is 
retiuired when it comes lo people having their 
needs met.
He points out lljat cmollonal safety is more 
impoiiant titan nuucrini wellbeing.
“ Wc work 40 hours a week to provide a safe 
haven for ourselves a nice home, oil heat to 
keep warm, smart clothes hut what It really 
comes down to, what is really more important, 
is emotional safety,
To feel safe in one’s own home where one is 
not going to be battered, to actually want to 
come home.,.”
A.s director of the SEGA, Wyckham plans 
programs and trains counsellors who conduct 
sciisions on parenting skills, marriage enrich- 
meni, and a variety of other subjects at the 
association's offices at 2440 Sidney Avenue.
Auxiliary programs irtcludt: referral to the 
law centre and p.irenls in crisis «— nn 
anonymous self-help group concerned with the 
physical or verbal way they arc trying to 
discipline, ihclr children,
A pampldct H;,t!ng fall piognmn: which 
provide help, guidance and counselling to 
people in trouble is available from SPGH’s 































LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Editor, The Review, Sir:
Re the Esperanto Course 
lo be offered in the Fall to 
Peninsula residents: Those
of us who stay at home as 
well as world travellers can 
form international frien­
dships. Most of us could.
with intensive study and 
effort, learn another 
national language. New 
Canadians are constantly
Tuesday & Wednesday, 




I iLyvw ux» tcrxtoti pcfWj
\'X
Saicct From Several New Scenic Bachgrounda
® All ages welcome-children and adults 
® SI extra per person for group photos 
® Fast delivery-professional quality!
* Entire package orders only!
« You pay nothing If you aren’t satisfied 
with photos-full deposit returned!
Color Photo-Pak
2'8xlO-2-Ss7-10'Wallet§ 
Entire Pkg. ^10*% 
Less Deposit - .98 
Balance - o,!!".., ^9*98
Riotoflrapher Hours: 10 A.M. to 1 P.M.. 2 P.M. to6 P.M. Friday to 7:30 P.M. - Saturday to 5:30 P.M. 
Ask about our Classic Portrait
In the Beacon Plaza M! in Sidnei
proving this fact. However 
a very small percentage of 
the population can master 
several languages.
Certainly 1 have neither 
the time nor the inclination 
to try and yet I have formed 
close friendships with 
families in Finland, 
Denmark, Hungary, Italy, 
Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, 
Ukraine and Estonia. None 
of these people could 
correspond in English. 
Esperanto, the au.xiliary 
language, is the means by 
which we exchange our 
news of ‘family events, 
current affairs, holidays, 
joys and sorrows, triumphs 
and disappointments.
Esperanto is the bridge 
across the language barrier 
and when I crossed that 
barrier I found delightful 
people just as capable of 
becoming friends as the 
neighbours across the 
street.
1 hope tluit many of your 
readers will take advantage 
of the course offered. It is 
an opportunity to become 
better acquainted with the 
neighbours in our global 
village.
Yours truly, 
Myra K. Larsen 
7982 E. Saanich Rd.
Saanichton
Editor, The Review, Sir:
At my lime in life (65), a 
major upheaval of any kind 
is of small or no interest 
whatsoever. However, I 
would like to re-establish
►e a moderate 
merease m Evdro’s rates
""'X
Hydro’s first rate increase in 18 months becomes effective , 
September 1st, 1979. For residential customers connected to the
integrated transmission system, the increase averages 4%.
RESIDENTIAL ELECTRIC RATE (TWO-MONTH PERIOD)
OLD RATE NEW RATE DIFFERENCE
BASIC
CHARGE $4.00 $4.50 UP 50fZ
lST 550 kWli
PER kWh 4.5jZ 4.5f2 NONE
ALL ADDITIONAL
CONSUMFI'ION
PERkWli 2.5(2 2.65e UPl^OFljZ
MINIMUM
CHARGE $6.14 $4.50 DOWN $1.64
thisiomcrs widi very low 
new rate siracture.
annual consumption will actually pay less under the
Here arc some examples of how new rates will affect typical 
electric bills:
SB Small apartment suite without either electric space heating 
or water heating—two-month consumption of 300 kilowatt- 
hours: 25c a month increase.
la House with electric water heating but without electric space 
hcating—two-month consumption of 2,000 kwli: Sk34 a 
month increase.
House with both electric space heating and water heating- 
two-month consumption of 6,000 kNKdi: $4.34 a month 
increase.
In areas sciwccl by diesel electric generators, the rate 
structure is slightly dilTcrcnt, but the percentage increase will 
be similar,
HESlDEN’riAL DIESEL ELliCTRlCRAlli (’I WO-MON I H EliRlOD)
OLD RATH NEW RATH DIFFERENCE.
BASIC
CHARGE $4.00 ; $4.50 UP 50c
1ST 550 kWh
PER kWh 4,5c 4.5c NONE
NHXl’2,450 kWli 
PER kWh 2.5v 2.65c






CHARGl' $6.14 $4.50 DOWN $1,64




GcvuTal Service ratcf. for commercial and induxtrinl ciistnmet’s 
also will increase on September Ist. |
.HYDRO
the excellent phraseology of 
Mayor George Westwood: 
regarding a larger marina at 
Canoe Cove.
“1 take the view that this 
particular resolution short 
circuits the democratic 
process. The real facts of 
the matter are not known to 
the public.”
Basically, the “public” 
as it relates to North 
Saanich is a pretty apathetic 
j group, the view 
unquestionably by the 
public is “let the councillors 
make any decision they 
want so long as you don’t 
bother me.”
Perhaps the public this 
lime, if the right story can 
be conveyed to them, might 
just say, “Let us remember 
councillors Cumming, 
Farthing, Lap ham, 
Sherwood and Thompson”
— these have made a 
decision on our behalf 
which is not right and it has 
been made basically 
without public knowledge 
of the whole situation, and 
without a public hearing.
There is very, very little 
in’ North Saanich of a 
manufacturing nature. 
Canoe Cove people have 
established one of the best 
manufacturing facilities in 
British Columbia, they are 
known all over this con­
tinent, they have customers 
coming all the way from 
Florida and Texas, they are 
a credit to North Saanich, 
and here we have a group of 
five councillors, Cumming, 
Farthing, Lapham, 
Sherwood and Thompson, 
doing their best to bring all 
this to an end.
Even at niy age this calls 
for protest, and 1 might add 
that I do not know a single 
person at Canoe Cove 
Marina, not one. '
L.J. Forsythe 
8630 Aldous Terrace 
Sidney
whelming excitement 
displayed by many small 
children.
Sidney has no dragstrip, 
it never has, and probably 
never will. These cars never 
came off any dragstrip and 
it is not necessarily where 
they belong. These are just 
street cars with a little extra.
It seems that every time 
someone makes an effort to 
involve any young people in 
Sidney’s activities, some 
citizen cuts down us per­
sonally, or our work. 
People like you Mrs. 
Walker, are who frustrates 
me most. How can you 
pos.sibly have the nerve to 
imply that the parade is 
I yours, 1 always iliought the 
1 whole town was included, 
but judging by your letter 
and the harassment we have 
received from the RCMP, 1 
guess 1 was wrong. The 
Review printed pictures of 
several entries from the 
parade, but not ours, as a 
matter of fact, Sidney 
seems to be trying to cover 
up our very existance. 
Thanks people, I give up, 
what is the use of trying 
anymore?
Marit Christensen 
9225 East Saanich Rd.
Sidney
Editor, The Review, Sir:
The Mayor and Council, 
Central Saanich 
Madam Mayor:
Until very recently, 1 
lived on Alec Road.
During my eight years 
there, my family and 1 
enjoyed the beautiful 
natural surroundings. One 
of our favorite spots was 
the viewpoint and beach 
access at the end of Senanus 
Drive. Many limes wc 
would go there to fish, 
swim, explore or just relax 
arid enjoy the peacefulness 
and serenity of that lovely 
place. Over a period of 
lime, lots were subdivided 
and expensive homes built 
on them. Wc were eon- 
cerned. but there was still 
access at the end of the 
drive, though less extensive.
During 1977-78, my small 
d;inghter and 1 would go 
there almost every summer 
evening. She would 
delightedly poke around in 
the small roek pools; 1 
would be refreshed after a 
hard day’s work by the 
peacefulness there.
Recently wc were visiting 
in the area and my daughter 
asked to go down to 
Senanns Cove. Imagine my 
Continued on Page 8
Editor, The Review, Sir:
This letter is in response 
to that written by Mrs. 
Walker and I would ap­
preciate the chance to clear 
a few things up.
V Mrs. Walker, you 
describe the;-parack as 
‘ fuh-ldvingViland: fun was 
the whole; idea behind my 
entry of the six per­
formance cars in the 
parade.
These cars were specially 
built to go fast and look 
impressive. And they do. 1 
hear that a horse got out of 
control in the parade, so 
how come you are not 
complaining about these 
dangerous animals?
1 also know for a fact, 
j that the sirens on the police 
I cars and ambulances were 
the loudest noise in the 
parade, and that the car 
that laid the most rubber 
was the comedy “Mafia” 
car, so how come you arc 
not complaining about 
these either? It seems to me 
liiat some of Sidney’s 
ciii/ens will go out of iheir 
way lo destroy the morale 
of every young person, and 
your lelicr Mrs. Walker, is 
a prime example.
I thought it would be fun 
for these young men lo 
shnw off Iheir cars, after 
all, each car has been 
specially eusiomizetl to 
tiieir owners taste, and this 
cuMs thousands of dollars 
and involves many hours ol 
hard Work. People tell us 
young people to take up 
iuibhies to give us 
soiuelhing to do, so these 
six uieu chose ears, but 
appareiilly, that is not good 
enough for you,
When 1 wrote the entry to 
the parade, I stressed the 
labour, money and 
downright love tl'ttt bas 





I'lirthcr, these curs arc 
not hazardous because they 
are much more eiireftilly 
built and luiiiittt,lined than 
most faclory-siock ears on 
the road today. (If you buill 
a car to go fast, wouUluT 
you also he especially 
careful to make sure the 
I brakes work?) And in- 
cldcuially. the only car we 
liad any problcnts with in 
the parade was one that was 
not a high ptifonoancc car, 
it was completely stock!
While in the parade I saw 
many people who waved 
and smiled, and wliat iiiaUi. 
me happiest and proudest 
wav the apptecintlon on the 
(uccs of ollici young 
IW'viplc, and ihc over-
Editor, The Review, Sir;
The Mellissa Park 
Association would like to 
thank the following 
businesses for their support 
of the Mellissa Park Fun­
fair:
Sidney area — Safeway, 
Sidney Hobbi House, 
Sidney Review, Sidney 
Bakery, Link Hardware, 
McClouds, Quality Florists, 
Peninsula Printers.
Victoria area — Scissor 
Wizard Salon, Homark 
^ Sales, Little Giant Bakery.
[ We would also like to 
I thank all the parents and 
children who took part and 
worked very hard to make it 
a success. The children held 
their fun-fair on June 24 at 
Mellissa Park to raise 
money to build a playhouse 
for themselves. With the 
raffle they held and the fun­
fair they rai.sed $326.47 
after expenses. The rest of 
. the'playhouse is, about $800 
so they arc almost halfway. 
Please print this letter so 
that the businesses in 
Sidney who helped us know 
that we appreciate it.
If anyone reading this 
letter has any ideas or ways 




SAANICH PENINSULA GUIDANCE ASSN.
— FALL PROGRAM —
®Sept. 10-Mothers of Twins Club-no cost 
®Sept. 11 - Parenting Skills - $15 single or couple 
®Sept. 14 - Mothers Morning - babysitting fee 
®Sept. 15 - Transactional Analysis - no cost 
®Sept. 20 - Marriage Enrichment - $10 couple 
•Sept. 26 - Potluck Films- 50c 
®Oct. 3 - Parenting Skills - $15 single or couple
Phone 656-1247 for a copy of our 
Brochure with full course details.







Selection of Paperback and Hard Covers.;
Children’s Books.
Foreign Language Phrase Books.
Princess Anne/Mark Phillips, Talking About Horses with G. Murphy.
Vladimir Bobri, The Segovia Technique.
Temporary bus hours, daily Mon. - Fri. 1:30 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. Sat. 9:30 - 5:00 p.m.
U3-2417 Beacon A venue, 






The Fall schedule for the Gulf Islands is effective Wed­
nesday, September 5,1979. Pick up a new schedule folder 
at B.C. Ferries terminals, offices and aboard ships,.. at visi­
tor information offices, hotels and motels.
MAINLAND-GULF ISLANDS
Between Long Harbour, Saltapring Island and TsnwwasseiT (Van­
couver) with stops at Galiono, Mayno and North Ponder Islands and 
connections for Saturna Island. TWo round trips daily, Mondoy to 
Thursday Inclusive. Increased sailings on Friday, Saturday, Sunday and 
Holiday Mondays. Vehicle reservations required.
VANCOUVER ISLAND- 
OUTER ISLANDS
Between Swartz Bay (Victoria) and North Pender, Mayno, Galiatio 




Vancouver 669-1211 Viotorta 386-3431
Saltspring Lsland 537-5131 Outer Islands 629-3222
Sch&ciulBS mihinrj tn chmrj*^ wlihnui nolico









Looking for a perm to give you 
just the right amount of curl or 
body, while leaving hair in 
superb condition? We 
recommend Texture Foam 
from Zotos, world’s leading 
maker of fine salon products. 
Texture Foam curls your hair 
with a blanket of warm Foam, 
in.stead of lotion. It's time- 
released for gentleness and 
protects hair with organic-rich 
conditioners for high sheen 
itnd silky feel. Why not call 
today?
CALL LYNN MAllSHALL 
AT 652-1911
The Moppe Shoppe
7855 E. Saanich Road 
in the Saanichton Plaza
aai—
FAMILY FOOD 
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fall STOr^.
SALE ^
%^rr ALL NEW FALL STOCK 
OF BLOUSES & SLACKS
WED. AUG. 29th - SAT. SEPT. 1st
Sizes 5 - 44
STYLES FOR THE YOUNGER OR OLDER GAL
SEE OUR SPECIAL RACK OF DRESSES, 
SPORTSWEAR, ETC. | / ODiiT^C
Reduced up to /2 r
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SIDE OF BEEF PACK
25 LBS GROUND BEEF 
6 LBS XRIB ROAST 
6 LBS RUMP ROAST 
6LBSSIRL01NTIPROAST 
6 LBS TOP ROUND ROAST 
6LBSPRIMERIBROAST 




10 LBS CHUCK STEA K 
5 LBS STEWING BEEF 
8 LBS SHORT RIBS 







10 lbs. Ground Beef 
5 lbs RumpRoast 
5 lbs Sirloin Tip 
5 lbs Top Round Roasi or ^eak 













j BOOKS PAK 0F 4 89*









1 PAK OF 10 99*
GOOD NEWS 
RAZORS PAK OF. 59‘
PAINT SETS
1 12 COLORS $269
AYDS






















1 VINEGAR PURE 128 oz. $149 DELSETBATMOO^^
1 GLAD WRAP 100 ft. 49* KLEENEX TOWELS 2 roii 99i
ITUNA CLOVERLEAF eVroz. 79*
GAT FOOD 4/99*1
il i iRnvciItOMATO juice 48o'z' 79*
FABRIC SOFTENER^r vj
Iapple juice sc:''89* WHIPPING CREAM
Itomatoes ol’*™" TnAin re CHIPS AHOY (tin llfi) 191 LOOliltS 450 gr. 1- 1
ICOFFEEMATE 18?"' COFFEE CHASE a SANBORN 1
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
■ Continued from Page 6
conslcrnalion and horror lo 
discover that there is now 
no access at all for the 
public to this beautiful 
place — just another huge, 
expensive home in the 
process of being buill.
1 am appalled at the 
short-sightedness and utter 
lack of concern for the 
present and future residents 
of Central Saanich that this 
shows. There is so little 
access to the waterfront — 
are residents to be deprived
even of the little that is lelt?
Madam Mayor, 1 protest 
in the strongest possible 
terms the municipal policy 
that rates development over 
the preservation of a unique 
and irreplaceable beauty 
spot like this. The sort of 
priority that puts short­
term financial gain before 
long-term preservation of 
the natural assets of the 








CHICKEN ■ BURGERS - RIBS 
■WEDGE FRIES- 
SOFT ICE CREAM ■ POP 
Come in & Meet
JEAM & ROM
Ask about our catering service 
or banquet facilities
or phone 656-5331
Editor, The Review, Sir:
Perhaps 1 may be per­
mitted, through your 
columns, to extend my 
appreciation for the 
fireworks display trom 
Brentwood on July 7. This 
added noise dimension to 
the nightly broadcasts trom 
Butchart Gardens is 
especially welcomed by 
those reporting for early 
hospital duly in Victoria.
In view of the necessity to 
stimulate the tourist in­
dustry, this new attraction 
will, no doubt, make those 
folks used to the attractions 
of Anaheim, Orlando and 
Reno feel at home.
Recalling ll'al local 
opposition to the proposed 
development of Tiul Inlet 
liy Genstar was fueled by 
tlic fear that sueh com- 
increial ventures would 
detract from the world- 
renowned natural attraction 
of Butchart Gardens, begs 
the question.
I suppose it again 







Editor, The Review, Sir:
During the years as 
director of Silver Threads in 
Sidney, it was inevitable 
that 1 should meet a great 
many people of the Saanich 
Peninsula, deal with many 
businesses and stores, 
consult with many agencies, 
organizations, government 




ness, courtesy and co­
operation. I would like to 
take this opportunity to 
thank everyone who 
contributed to the task of 
programming and 
operating the senior 
citizen’s centre.
1 want it known that the 
interest and concern shown 
the staff and members 
made a great many senior 
citizens happier and 
healthier, and the job of 
director easier and more
rewarding. 1 sincerely hope 
this support-will continue to 
ensure the services available 
at the centre under the new 
director, Kay Cooper.
Special appreciation must 
be extended to the Town of 
Sidney. The mayors and
councils of the past eight 
years have been fair,
considerate and helpful in 
aiding us to maintain 
services to the elderly.
In turn, they have
realized the tremendous 
potential of the senior 
citizens who attend the 
centre in accomplishing the 
extension and enhancement 
of the present building and 
grounds. I would like to 
thank them personally for 
their wise counselling and 
help.
To all the people who 
arranged and made the 
farewell tea for me such a 




The local store selling the 
T-shirts had no knowledge 
of who had designed them, 
and I had to purchase a 
$5.95 T-shirt and pay $2 to 
have the transfer applied.
In the past few weeks 1 
am amazed to have read in 
your paper articles stating 
that people should get more 
involved in Sidney Days. If 
this is the treatment that 
people receive, it is ■ no 
wonder that this yearly 
celebration deteriorates 
every year.
In closing, I would like to 
say that it is not surprising 
there is a generation gap 
when young people and 





Editor, The Review, Sir:
The young lady signing a 
petition at Pat Bay store 
objecting to Canoe Cove
FOR LEASE 
Prime Space in Beacon Plaza
Suitable for Insurance Office,
Accountant, Realtor, Travel Agent.
For Full Details Gontact: 7 ^
Montreol Trust Co. 656-392i4
Marina extension, com­
mented: “Why should we 
allow marinas to expand 
when they already cannot 
handle their problems of 
pollution and use of boats 
as family homes.”
Objection is not to North 
Saanich residents spending 
weekends in their boats, but 
to marina squatters. If a 
landlord was creating slum 
conditions in his present 
holdings and not complying 
to residency restrictions, no 
further building permits 
would be granted. Why 




Editor, The Review, Sir:
In an open letter to all the 
staff at the Extended Care 
Unit at the Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital, we 
would like to say a sincere 
“thank you”. It is for their 
genuine concern, excellent 
care, thoughtfulness and
especially their love shown 
to our mother, Mrs. Smids, 
who spent her last years 
there.
From the housekeeping 
staff, nurses, medical staff 
and administration, they 
are second to none. Thank- 
you to you all.
H. and G. Deelstra, 
Brentwood Bay
Editor, The Review, Sir:
As the parents of John 
Cormack, we were most 
interested in your feature 
article of June 20, 1979, by 
Shirley Culpin, regarding 
the merits of an overpass at 
Wains Road and the Pat 
Bay Highway.
To answer the question in 
the penultimate paragraph 
— would an overpass have 
saved the life of our son, 
John?
It most certainly would 
have.
John was on a school 
outing, and it goes without 
saying the teachers in
charge of the outing would 
have made sure that the 
overpass was used by all; 
therefore the accident 
would not have occurred, 
and our son, John, would 
be alive today.
Please be assured of our
support in any action 
undertaken toward the 
provision of a safe crossing 
at Wains Road and the Pat 
Bay Highway.
Irvine and Diane Cormack 








ORDERS TAKEN NOW 
FOR XkHAS MACRAME HANGERS
Macrame Classes start 
Tues., Sept. 11 - Phone 656-4841
Sidney Hobb^ House
2426 Beacon Ave.
Editor, The Review, Sir:
I would like to complain 
about the treatment that my 
son, John Malcolm, 
received from the Sidney 
Days Committee. He won 
the contest for the design of 
“Sid Seagull” on the 
buttons and T-shirts. He 
also designed and won the 
Sidney Days poster award. 
I, as his mother, feel very 
angry that after numerous 
complaints to the com­
mittee, they finally con­
descended to give the boy a 
T-shirt, as recently as two 
weeks ago.
T was, to say the least, a 
little surprised to see a 
j picture of Mrs. Sowerby in 
your paper displaying the 
button, when-my son; the 
designer, received no
BAMBl STILES COLLECTS what most of us are continually throwing 
out - piles of newspapers which she sells to Allen’s Paper Company at $16 
a ton. Funds are used to help pay way for 40 majorettes and eight 
drummers in Sidney Twirlers and Drum Corp when they travel away from 
home io7appear in competitions. Mrs.^Stiles, who runs a store on 
Resthav.eh Drive, is always pleased to hear from someone who has large 
quantities of old newspapers to unload. ; ^
9752 - 4th Street, Sidney 656-3433
''■‘7 '7 9-9'.MON.:-^ FRI. 9-6 SATi
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 63 (SAANICH)
OPENING and BUS INFORMATION 




Students new to the Saanich School District who wish to 
attend school in September at any grade level are asked to 
register at the nearest school enrolling the grade they require.
Students who have attended school previously should bring 
their last report card with them to registration.
SCHOOL OPENING TIMES
Classes for September, 1979 commence on Tuesday, Sep­






Deep Cove School 
Sidney School 
Or den gl tide 
School


















provided with transportation. However, when space is 
available on the school bus the students living closest to the 3
mile walk limit will be given preference for that space.
The parents of a pupil living in an isolated area and for whom 
school bus transportation cannot be provided, may apply for a 
transportation allowance.
Mileage distances are calculated by the most direct route on 
established roads or walk areas. The distance is computed 
from the home properly access at the road to the entry at the 
school site.
School bus service is provided at the discretion of the Board of 
School Trustees. Eligibility for bus transportation can be 
determined through your school Principal. Application forms 
arc available at the .school and must be completed im­
mediately.
Request for any additional 
schedules should be referred 
Sidney, B.C., 656-11 11.
informaiion about the bus 
to the School Board Office,
15 Landsend Road & West Saanich Road ............. 8:09 a.m.
16 West Saanich Road & Tallow Road ...............8:11a.m.
17 DEEP COVE SCHOOL ........................8:13 a.m.
18 West Saanich Road & Downey Road - ------....8:15 a.m.
19 West Saanich Road & Towner Park Road ....8:16 a.m.
20 Union Bay Reserve ......... ....................8:18 a.m.
21 West Saanich Road & Tapping Road ............... 8:20 a.m.






23 Wc.stport Marina ..................... ..
24 Land.scnd Road & Neptune Road .
25 1680 Landsend Road ........................
26 Landsend Road & Pathlow Road ..
27 Landsend Road ft Cloako Hill Road
28 Ar. DEEP COVE SCHOOL ,,,..
29 Ar. MCTAVISH SCHOOL ......









NOTE: On September 4, 1979 schools will open at the above 
times but siudeuts will be dismissed at approximately 1:00 
p.ui. , ■
Parkland School only — September 4 •— Grades 11 ft 12 only 
in auendance. September 5 •— Grades 9 ft 10 only in at­
tendance,/ ,;/■
SCHOOL BOARD POLICY 
- PUPIL TRANSPORTATION
School bns transportation, subject to available seating space 
will be provided lot;
KINDERGAR TEN — Pupils regardless of distance to the 
nearest elementary school in which a Kindergarten class ha.s 
been e.stablished. '
A.M. — Such pupils enrolled in the morning sessions will be 
transported to the school on regular bus runs. However, as the 
numbers do not warrant a special ruti at noon, the parent.s of 
such pupil,s may apply lor a transporialion allowance in lieu, 
P.M. — As school bus tmn.sportaiiori to the afternooti session 
is not provided, the parents of stich pupils enrolled in the 
alieuiooii .se.s.'.ions may apply for a iianspoiiuiton allowance 
in lieu. Such pupils will be transported hotnc on regular after- 
school bus runs.
GRADES 1-8 — Students of grades 1-8 litclusive, living more 
than 2'/i miles from the school itt iheir attendance area, will he 
provided with transportation, However, wlien space is 
available op the scliool bus, the students living nearest to the 
mile walk limit will be given preference for that space.
GRADES 9-12—- Students of grades 942 inclusive, living 
more,than 3 miles from their attendance area school will be
Every effort has been made to establish the bus routes to serve 
the greatest number of students who arc entitled to school bus 
transportation ill accordance with existing School Board 
Policy.
MORNING TRIPS 
SCHOOL BUS #3 ~ W. OonttHii 
TRANSPORTING STUDENTS TOt
NORTH SAANICH SCHOOL 
-PARKLAND SCHOOL 







1 West Saanich Road ft 'Tapping Road ,.,
2 Union Bay Reserve .................... ................
3 West Saanich Road ft Towner Park Road
4 West Saanich Rond ft Downey Road . ..
5 DEEP COVE SCHOOl.............................. i
6 West Saanich Road ft Tatlow Road
7 West S.iimich Roatl ft, Landsend Road ..
H I aridsend RomI ft Pnlhlow .......................
9 Landsend ft Neptune Road ........................





11 Westport Marina ............. ............ ..
12 Landsend Road ft Neptime Road .....
13 l68DLaiul}.ctid Road ............................ ..
14 Laiid.scad Road ft Cloakc Hill Ro.’xl .,.
.,, .7:15 a.m. 
.,.,7:30 a.m. 
,...7:32 a.m.





,. .7:43 a.m. 
,,...7:45 a.m. 
... ,7:50a.m,
SCHOOL BUS #4 ™. 1). SleplHiis 
TRANSPORTING STUDENTS TO:








Lv. Garage ................... ...........................
1 East .Saanich Road ft Leal Rond .........
2 SANSBURY .SCHOOl..............................
3 East Saimlch Road ft Foresl Park Road
4 East Saanich Road ft Graham Road .,
i, 5 Rideau Road ft Canora Road ................. ..
6 Ar. NORTH SAANICH SCHOOL ...
, .7:28 a.m. 
..7:36 a.m. 
. .7:38 u.m. 
. .7:41 a.m. 












7 Lochsidc Drive ft McTavish Road ................... ,8:lX)n.m.
8 1 .ochsidc Drive ft Amity Drive ...........8;04 a.m.
9 Lochsidc Drive ft Cascade . ....................,, , . , ,8:06 a.m.
10 Loeh'iide Drive ft Wakemnn Road .......................8:08 a.m.
11 l,och.skle Drive ft Ml. Newton X Road 8:10 a.m,
12 Ml. Newton X Road ft Central Saanich Rond ,8:14n,m,
13 O-niral SrinnicH Pniul ,Vi'Mf. St Mlctiriel Rond fl;trta.m,
14 Central Saanich Road ft Amity Drive ........ 8:18 n.m,
15 Ar. SANSBURY SCHOOL .............   8:20 n.m.
16 Lv, SANSBURY SCHOOl..............................  .8:23 a.m.





18 McDonald Park Road ft. John Road ,. — ...8:37a.m.
19 McDonald Park Road & Mills Road ................8:39 a.m.
20 West Saanich Road & Tapping Road ..............8:42 a.m.'
21 West Saanich Road ft Munro Road .......... 8:43 a.m.
22 Union Bay Reserve ........... ................................... 8:45 a.m.
23 West Saanich lioad ft Towner Park Road ....8:47 a.m.
24 Ar. DEEP COVE SCHOOL ..................... . 8:50 a.m.
25 Ar. Garage ............................................................. 9:05a.m.
SCHOOL BUS #7 — Mr. .1. Blgras 
TRANSPORTING STUDENTS TO;







' .# ■■ ■
Lv. Garage ...............i,7:25 a.m.
1 Central Saanich Road ft Mt, Newton XRd, ...7:25 u.m.
2 Lochsidc ft NVnkcnum . ................. , ,7;36a.ni.
3 Lochsidc ft Cascade ......................... ,7;38a,m.
4 Lochsidc ft Amity ,7:42 n.m.
5 Lochsldcft McTavish , .7:4,5 a.m.
6 West Saanich Rdi & McTavish ....,.., .,i,.,,,7:50 a.m. *
7 West Saanicli Rd, ft Ardmore (.S) ,,. 7:52 a.m.
8 West Saanich Rd. ft Brndlcy Dyne .7:54 a.m.
9 West Saanich Rd. ft Ardmore(N) ,7:56n.in.
10 West Saanich Rd. ft Mills Rd. ............ 8:(X) a,m.
11 McDonnld Park Road ft Mills Road ........ .. 8:03 a.m.
12 Ar. NORTH SAANICH SCHOOL ...............,.8:08 a.m.
Trip #2 
PARKLAND
13 West Saanich Roadft Ardmore Drive(N) ,,, ,8:1'? n.m.
14 West Snaniclt Rond ft Brndlcy Dyne .8:19 a.m.
15 West Saanicli Roadft Ardmote Drive(S) .......... 8:21 a,in.
16 West Saanich Road ft McTavish Road .8:22 n,m.
17 McTavish Road & Cresswell ......... ...............      R:24 n.rn,
18 McTavish Rond ft East Saanich Rond ,8:27 a.m.
19 Ar. .SANSBURY SCHOOl........................  8:29 n.m.
20 East Saanich Road ft T'orest I’ttrk Drive ............8:31 a.m.
21 Graham Road ft East Saanicli Road 8:33 a.m.
22 Rideau Road ft Canora Road .8:35 n.m,




24 West Sinmich Rond ft Ardmore Drive (N) .., .8:50 n.m.
25 West Snnnlch Rnrtd ft Bradley Dyne Pnntl R:52 n m
26 West Saanich Rond & Artimore Drive (S) ,..,.8:53 n.m.
27 Ar. MCTAVISH SCHOOL .8:55 n.m.
28 Ar. SANSBURY SCHOOL .8:58 a.m.
29 Ar, aarage ........................................ .9:06 n.m.
iXI
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LOai HEALTH OFFICHJ ISSUES IMMUNIZATION WARNING
By
A.S. Arneil, F.R.C.P C 
Regional Health Officer
TETANUS is a rare but 
dreadful disease, all too
frequently fatal. Currently 
there is ,a case in Victoria 
who fortunately is now 
recovering.
POLIO is another 




5 MEW FORD DIESELS. 13-30 HP
Here's a new kind of Ford that fits small acreage farms like 
a glove. Built like full-size tractors .. , but at a compact 
price.
• Liquid-cooled diesel engine stretches fuel dollars.
• All-gear power train gives you 10 or 12 forward 
speeds.
• Three-point hitch with built-in hydraulics for rear- 
mounted implements.
• 540 rpm PTO with overrunning clutch runs mowers 
and other powered equipment. Front PTO optional.
• Optional four-wheel drive for extra traction.
If you want more than a garden tractor, stop in and try a 
Ford on for size.




610 ALPHA STREET, 
VICTORIA, B.C. V8Z 1B2 
TELEPHONE 384-0541
frequently resulting in 
permanent crippling. Last 
year, Chilliwack had a case 
who fortunately recovered. 
With our long, hot days — 
this summer would have 
been a bad polio season.
These isolated cases of 
di.seases that were prevalent 
prior to the days of im­
munization serve to remind 
us that the diseases are still 
around, and the su.sceptible 
will develop them. It is of 
concern to me, as the 
Medical Health Officer, to 
know that 15 - 20 % of our 
children in the community 
arc not fully immunized.
Immunization is free 
(from physician or Health 
Department), easy, and 
relatively free from side 
effects (other than a bit of 
fever, grumpiness or local 
irritation) in almost all 
instances (a small price to 
pay for the protection 
given).
As a physician 1 have 
seen children with 
whooping cough con­
vulsing, turning blue, 
vomiting and, in some 
instances, choking to death. 
Doctors in Britain are 
seeing it again, as many 
children are not being 
immunized. Surely a minor 
reaction is little to pay to 
lessen these symptoms.
As a physician, I have 
seen strong, study, well 
nourished children, happy 
and healthy one day, but 
completely paralyzed the 
next. Some recover com­
pletely some recover 
partially and some spend 
the rest of their lives in an 
iron lung. Surely the 
theoretical remote 
possibility of the vaccine 
causing symptoms pales 
into insignificance com­
pared to the ravages of the 
disease, (polio).
As a physician, I have 
seen tetanus strike to cause 
titanic muscle spasms of 
back, limbs and face, all the
time maintaining complete 
consciousness, which 
resulted in death or per­
manent disabilities.
As a physician, 1 have 
seen the commonest of all 
childhood diseases, 
measles, result in bronchial 
pneumonia, encephalitis 
and, uncommonly, death. 
How insignificant are the 




As a physician, I have 
come to realize how the 
minor childhood disease 
(rubella) can be so 
devastating to the foetus if 
it attacks the expectant 
mother.
There is one inescapable 
fact — in Britain in 1941, 
45,0(X) cases and 2,(X)0 
deaths were reported from 
diphtheria; by 1951 this had 





In 1945, 6,331 cases and 
270 deaths were reported 
from polio; in 1965 this had 
dropped to 91 cases and 3 
deaths. National im­
munization campaigns 
against polio commenced in 
1956. There is no doubt in 
my mind that such a 
dramatic drop, which has
COUNCIL CHAMBER BREAK-IN 
CATCHES RCMP SITTING DOWN'
continued, is principally 
due to immunization and 
not lo other facts such as 
nutrition; the coincidence is 
too great. Immunization 
will not give total 
protection to everyone 
inoculated, but it will give 
protection to most.
THE MORAL IS OB­
VIOUS — GET IM­
MUNIZED. Diseases rare 
in Canada are common 
common abroad. Do you 
want your child to be one of 
the rare and distressing 
statistics?
Dr. A.C. Voorhoeve
wishes to announce 





For appointment phone 652-9121
Sidney RCMP were 
caught dead to rights in a 
daring break-and-enter in 
council chambers Monday 
night — but no charges will 
be laid. Mayor Norma 
Sealcy said.
Errant police officers had 
removed aldermen’s chairs 
from the chamber, causing 
Jerry Tregaskis and Ross 
Martin to gnash their teeth.
“I won’t have it,” said 
Tregaskis. Martin stamped 
his feet and said he hoped 
the press was taking note.
‘‘Pull yourselves 
together, gentlemen,”
Mayor Sealcy said. The 
matter would be brought up 
at the end of the meeting 
under ‘‘unfinished 
business”, she said.
Later, Tregaskis moved 
that town administrator 
Geoff Logan send a 
directive to the RCMP 
requesting officers to stop 
removing chairs from 
around council’s table.
Alderman Peter Grant 
seconded the motion.
‘‘These chairs are far 
more expensive than 
normal chairs and that was 
known when they were
purchased,” Tregaskis said. 
‘‘If the RCMP don’t like, 
the chairs provided for 
them they .should take the 
matter up with ad­
ministration, rather than 
wandering through the 
chamber and taking our 
chairs.”
Grant suggested 
Tregaskis get his chair into 
the local neighborhood 
watch program.
The motion was carried 
unanimously. ‘‘There are 
no charges indicated at this 
lime,” the mayor said 
sternly.
FAIR HORSE SHOW ENTRIES UP
Those planning to attend 
this weekend’s Saanich Fall 
Fair should perhaps 
consider spending a little 
longer than usual at the 
farmgrounds this year.
North and South Saanich 
Agricultural Society 
president Sylvia Hutt says 
that entries in several 
categories are up con­
siderably from last year. 
One increasingly popular 
section, she says, is the 
artwork.
‘‘The horse show is going 
to be huge this year,” says 
Mrs. Hutt, ‘‘and we’ve had 
very big Jersey and beef 
cattle entries, particularly in 
the Hereford section.”
Fair-goers' will also be 
treated to the sight of at 
least 20 heavy draft horses 
on exhibition, marking the 
revival efforts of that 
section by this year’s fair 
committee.
In addition, says Mrs. 
Hutt, entries in all other
.sections at the fair are also 
good.
‘‘They’re all at least 
average, and many are 
above average,” she says.
The fair gets underway at 
8 a.m. Saturday with horse 
halter classes, and winds up 
at 7 p.m. Monday, Sept. 3 
with an auction sale of farm 
produce from the main hall. 
For further details, see the 
fall fair supplement in­
cluded with this week’s 
Review.









CENTRAL SAANICH POLICE NEWS
No charges were laid; but 
two vehicles suffered a total 
of $1300 worth of damage 
Aug. 26 as the result of a 
^ .rear end collision. , - ;
Steyen ; tHayward : of; 
McKenzie Road, Victoria, 
rear-ended a vehicle driven 
by Francis James Green of 
Varicouver. The Green 
vehicle suffered major 
damage to the tune of 
$1,200.
.Hr . ★
Central Saanich Police 
report a rash of car battery 
thefts in the Brentwood Bay 
area in recent weeks.

















1/2 , , ,,,,,,
5/8T&G
...........$7.95
,, ., ,$11.50 
,$12.95
LUMBER
2x3x6’ - good qutilily .............  .49t’
1 W”xl0’ Cedar boards, see them 
- many uses,
3’.,.$7.5e;4’ ...$1.00; 5'...$1,25,
1x8x4* T&G Ced.'ir Centre Bead
...............................................69 inidi
Excellent for fencing,
1x10 Spruce Resaw Boards, Good 
quality .....................    .only26efl,
“cirLULOYE
A baigain at ..... .$5.30 per bag
SHOUT LUMBF.II
■ save on 6 ft.
2x2x6’ .59eea.
2x8x6* ............ .................$1.95 en.
2x10x6’ ...................      .$2.49ea.








A good plywood sub,stitute. All 
No. I sheets.
3/8     $4.19
1/2 ...................................... ...$4.95
3/4 ,,,,,.........................     ..$8.95




2x4,x92',4 ................. only $1.79ea. '
'~”~7icmc~™
TABLES
"Spruce ... ............... Only$29.95
Rent cnir blower at bnlf price • 
only $5.00 per day while this sale 
is on.
E SLEGG LUMBER ■
9764 FIFTH ST., Sidney 656-1125
Just oil Corner of Beacon at Fifth St, next to Saleway
Bolster’s Garage at West 
Saanich Road and Wallace 
Drive is the , most recent 
yiejim. Two batteries were 
stolen front cars parked on - 
the garage loV and -thieves r 
att em pted to ma ke o f f wi th 
two others from the same 
site.;': ’
The thefts; took place 
Aug. 23. Police haven’t 
managed to come up with 
any suspects.
‘ * ■ *■;. .
Some bold thief has made 
off with two of the Hags 
erected in front of the 
Central Saanich municipal 
office — which also hoirses 
the district’s police force.
The B.C. provincial flag 
and the Union Jack were 
taken the night of Aug. 24. 
The .sole survivor of the 
thievery was the Canadian 
national flag. The stolen 
flags were valued at about 
$20 each,
A *
Robert Frederick Walker 
of 8407 Lochsidc Drive has 
reported the theft of an 
army satchel full of fishing 
tackle, which was stolen 
from his boat moored just 
off Lochsidc Drive,
Thieves matle off with
SIDNEY 
POLICE NEWS
Sidney RCMP are in- 
vesligaiing the theft of 
motor parts aiul n hreak-iii 
at a trailer located behind a 
wareliousc oti Henry 
Avenue.
Daniel Barber, of 4992 
Prospect Avenue, has 
reported the lo.ss of a while 
plastic boat, valued at $200. 
Thu boat went missing in 
the last two weeks from 
Canoe Cove.
A Victoria man has been 
charged willi a violation of 
ibe Utter Act following an 
incident on Beacon Avenue 
Aug. 25,
A two-car motor vehicle 
accident on Wain Road and 
West Saanicli Road resulted 
in a charge of failing to stop 
at a.stop sign.
Wilful damage was 
reported lo police Aug. 24 
when ri mailbox on Ard­
more Drive wa.s pulled 
down and damaged 
overnight.
During the last week, 
eight inebriated persons 
were lodged overnight in 
police cells.
about $50 worth of gear, 
leaving behind expensive 
fishing rods. The theft was 
reported Aug. 25. ■; ;/)
9817 Resthaven Dr.





Across fram Sidney Hotel
VVF H AVF BEEN SERVING ITIE PENINSULA FOR 15 YEARS 
w___
STORE HOURS: 
Daily 8:30-6:00 r 
Thurs.. Fri. 8:30 - 9:00 
Sunday 10:00-5:.30
FRESH "U" GRADE WHOLE 
frying ClikkeBf I
FRESH "U” GRADE 6-10 LB.
Young Turkey lb.

















Leg:of Lomb; ; ' ■ ' ■ ■ ' i
SCHNEIDER MIN!
SSzzfer Snusuge i lb. PACK 
PACIFIC BRAND 
Wieners
SMOKED PORK SHANK PORTION 
Shoulder Picnic lb.
YORK FROZEN BEEF, CHICKEN, 
Mecst Pie TURKEY ggz.'
McCAIN CANADA FANCY 
















GOLDEN GROVE PURE BRICK PACK^^^ 
Oronge Juice 1 litre
E.D. SMITH $| 29
8 0Z.
7 OZ.
2lbs.29^ Bononos 4 lbs.^ 1
Ketchup 32 OZ.
rn^ w Product of U.S.A.
Flake Tuno 6^^
White, Lemon Swhirl, Choc., Peppermint 
R.H. ANGEL FOOD
Cake Mijc PK. ¥¥^
MELLO ROAST
Coffee MB.
NESTEA CALORIE REDUCED _425 6.^1’’
Iced Tea
TETLEY 144’s ttjmrfv ji iniifiiii'












nolo harvest CRUNCH 425g.||g|4 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .¥ ¥Cinnamon, ReR., Raisin & Date
Packed in its own juice 
Pineispplc McCOLL 19 oz. ; ' 
Packed in its own juice 28
:Pcers ardmona bartlett 02. ^
SWEETHEART LIQUID
Dat'ergenf ^ 32 OZ.




Ambulances Produced In Central Saanich Among
PROFESSIONAL WATCH 
& RING REPAIRS. 








JA NE BROCKLEBA NK 
9255 EAST SAANICH ROAD 
SIDNEY, B.C. V8L 1H6 
TELEPHON E 656-4271
* instructional'classes* 
MOLDS * GREENWARE • BISQUE FIRING 
DUNCAN & REWARD GLAZES & STAINS 
*• CERAMIC SUPPLIES ••
Residents of Sidney, North Saanich & 
Brentwood Areas 
Classes Start Monday 10 Sept.






Starting Sept. 11th and 13th 
Openings on all Nights 
Tuesday 7-9 and 9-11 





FINISHING TOUCHES are put on the interior of an ambulance by an 
EHS workman. All cabinets, insulation and other fixtures are installed at 
the Keating Industrial Park shop.
vs. warming your
By SHIRLEY CULPIN
There probably aren’t many people living on the Saanich peninsula who 
haven’t, at one time or another, seen the area’s huge red-and-white 
ambulances speeding off to some emergency. There probably aren’t, 
either, very many folks who realize that the huge vehicles are produced, 
figuratively speaking right in their own back yard. There are probably 
even fewer who realize that those vehicles are among the best in North 
America.
Years of research and input have gone into the production of the 
ambulances produced at the Keating Industrial Park by the Emergency 
Health Services Commission^ a branch of the provincial Ministry of 
Health. And still, month by month, the ambulances undergo changes 
because of continued input.
Many wood stoves on the market these days try to put 
some pizzazz in your decor as they try to take the chill out. 
With chrome whajits. Ornamental rick-rack. And fancy 
cmbo.ssed patterns.
Fortunately, we’ve got a simple alternative. A Fisher 
Stove. :
You see. a Fisher Stove has a number of patented design 
features that make it unlike any other wood stove.
Every Fisher Stove is constnicted from heavy plate steel 
and carefully welded to make it virtually airtight. (So it's 
more fuel elftcient.) Each has exclusive spin draft controls 
that let you regulate the amount of heat it puts out. And each 
has a two-step combustion chamber that actually recirculates 
wood gases back into the flames for more efficient heating.
Come on in and look into a Fisher for yourself.
You won’t be dazzled by it lot of fancy doodads. But then, 
you won't be paying for them, either.
The provincial gover­
nment’s quest to turn out 
the cphsumate ambulance; 
has spanned several years 
and thousands of miles. It 
began back in 1974 when 
fleet supervisor Bill Akam 
travelled all over North 
America looking at various 
ambulances. He bought 28 
of them for the Emergency 
Health Services division 
and had them shipped back 
to B.C.
“The selection included 
the entire spectrum of 
ambulance vehicles, with 
the exception of the 
custom-type ones,’’ says
Mr. Akam. “We imported 1 
them to Canada and put 
them on the - road for six 
months to ' dllow fbr 
evaluation by our own 
personnel.: And to be sure 
that we got complete input, 
we moved each vehicle from 
location to location, so that 
they were exposed to all 
types of terrain and 
weather.’’
Input from medical 
advisors called for 800 
pounds of equipment to be 
installed in each am­
bulance. And, says Mr. 
Akam, without exception 
his crews couldn’t squeeze
that much gear into one of 
the vehicles he had brought 
home tqCariada.: V -
“SoT ' the’^evolutiohafy 
stages begah,’’' says Mr 
Akam. “We got in to initial 
design stages and acquired, 
by leasing or borrowing, 
different types of vehicles 
to see what could be worked 
out.”
The best accommodation 
possibilities were found in 
Dodge carry vans,- ac­
cording to Akam. But even 
then the commission didn’ 
just go out and buy a bunch 
of them. A group from 
B.C. Research was put to
work studying a variety of 
vehicles and ultimately 
came up with the same 
consensus — the Dodge 
vans were the most suitable 
for the work that had to be 
done.
The commission started 
out by working with four 
vans with 10-foot rear 
compartments, but moved 
up to a 12-foot length in 
order to accommodate all 
of the equipment that 
doctors were calling for.
“They gave a better ride 
anyhow,” says Mr. Akam, 
“and we haven’t made a 
major design change since 
we started actually 
producing them in August 
of 1975.”
Minor changes in the 
vehicle design, however, are 
extremely commonplace.
“We make small changes 
just about every month,” 
says Mr. Akam. “We get 
input from the people who 
are out in the field using 
them, and we try to listen to 
what they want.”
Many of the innovations 
designed for B.C. am­
bulances aren’t to be found 
in emergency vehicles 
anywhere else in the 
country. The ones produced 
here, for instance, are 
capable of carrying five 
normal stretchers or five 
pull-type army stretchers — 
an important consideration 
if there should ever be a 
disaster that requires the 
transport of large numbers 
of injured persons.
“We designed the am­
bulances in conjunction 
with the federal emergency 
program,” points out Mr. 
Akam. “There are 8,000 of 
those old army stretchers 
scattered around the 
province in case of disaster. 
We’ve never found another 
ambulance that could carry 
as many stretchers.”
The EHS vehicles also 
carry hospital oxygen 
systems, which many 
produced elsewhere don’t 
have, a module that carries 
an incubator for tran 
sportation of premature 
babies, and an advanced 
life support system. Sqme 
of the vehicles also carry a 
paramedic K configuratiqh 
which can : be transferred 
from one ambulance/ to 
another in about 45 
minutes. ;
Although it used to take 
up to 185 hours for EHS 
crews to finish the interior 
and exterior of one am 
bulance, streamlined 
production methods have 
now cut that time almost in 
half, to 100 hours.
“if it weren’t for the
be cheaper today than they 
were three years ago.”
As it is, though, they’re 
cheaper than comparable 
vehicles anyhow.
“We can produce one of 
these vehicles,” says Mr. 
Akam, “for just over 
$18,000. The last price we 
got on a so-called 
equivalent from the United 
States was priced just under 
$30,000 — and that lacks 
many of the special features 
that ours have.”
During the plant’s first 
two years of production, 
says Akam, about 28 
completed ambulances per 
year were being turned out.
“But then we found that 
there was higher demand 
and we had to step up our 
operations,” he says. 
“Luckily there was room 
for us to expand, and we 
upped our output to 70 cars 
a year.”
There are 182 of the new 
models on the highways and 
byways of B.C. right now. 
The total ambulance fleet in 
the province is composed of 
295 vehicles, including the 
original 28 purchased in 
1974 and now used 
primarily for back-up 
services,
Akam expects that 
demand for 70 vehicles a 
year to continue. The 
provincial fleet, he says, 
logs 3.25 tiiillion miles a 
year. All vehicles are 
replaced once they hit the 
75,000 mile or 75 month 
mark, and the old am­
bulances are sold off a 
public auction.
Although B.C. is the only 
province in the country at 
the moment that produces 
its own ambulances, others 
are taking a hard look at the 
concept. Metro Toronto, 
according to Akam, has 
begun a pilot project in­
volving 10 vehicles con­
structed to EHS 
specifications. And 
representatives from every 
other province in the 
country have visited the 
Keating Crossroad plant at; 
one point or another during 
the past few years.
“Other governments are 
looking at the possibility of 
doing their own now,” says 
Mr. Akam, “because they 
can see through our 
operations how much more 
reasonable it is.”
Although it would be . 
easy to give Akam all the 
credit for the success of the 
provincial venture, he 
refuses' to accept much in 
the way of laundatory 
remarks.
“A lot of the credit has to 
go to Bob Kirk, who’s our
Mr. Akam is quick, too, 
to acknowledge the con­
tinuing input from the 
people in the field.
“We’ve got 600 full-time 
and more than 2,000 part 
time people working out
there, and they’re always 
sending us notes with 
suggestions for changes,” 
says Akam. “That’s why 
these units are as effective 
as they are. All I did was the 
basic research.”
DR. R. G. GAHAN
Is Pleased to Announce 
The Opening of his Office 
For the Practice 
of Dentistry
7819 East Saanich Rd.
(At Mt. Newton X Road) 
Saanichton, B.C.
Tel: 652-4022
f TREBLED BY HIGH PRICES ?
STAY AND SAVE AT
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
still only from $21.00 up
Mostly with full kitchens 
— at no extra cost.
Free parking 
Downtown locatjon
Weekly, monthly & family j 
rates
For, brochure and reservations write:
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL









inflation factor,” points I shop foreman,” says Mr. 
out Mr. Akam, “our Akam, “and to Sara Neely, 
ambulances would actually | who runs the office.
An Uea Camida Is warming up lo.
9788 • 2nd St., Sidney 
9-5Mon.-Sat. 656-3831
■nnuB
A new $14,(X)0 model 
“Z” Yellow Coach with 
specially installed heating 
equipment is now in 
operation on the Vicloria- 
Sidney route.
Run by the Gray Line bus 
company, the 53-passcnBer 
coach is the same as tliose 
now being used by the 
London Omnibus Com­
pany, the Citicago Motor 
Coach Company and the 
Fifth Avenue Coach 
Company of New York, in 
their city services.
As well ns being warm, 
passengers on the night runs 
will linvc plenty of light for 
reading.
Society To Provide Entertainment
Members of the Saanicn 
Peninsula and Gulf Islands 
Multicultural Society will 
be providing entertainment 
Stmday at Saanicluon Fall 
Fair.
Star billing includes Len 
Brown, who plays the 
a c c o r d 1 a n, Michelle 
Williams, jtist back from 
Norfolk, Virginia, where 
she was biglily placed in the 
grand national strut and 
dance twirl and a talent 
gong show — names of 
performers undisclosed.
“Peoplewill just have lo 
I come and see for them­
selves,’’ snys Phil 
Oshouinc, society vice- 
president.
The socieiy will be 
operaliriB an information 
booilt close to the band
shell area from 9 a.m. to 9
р. m, daily. There’ll be 
iiome-made candy for sale 
and visitors to tlie fair can 
stop by and listen lo the 
music from many lands 
which will be broadcast 
from the booth. Osbourne 
says.
Elections were held at a 
recent meeting of the 
society and the following
с. xecutivc clcctedi Juanita 
Harris, president; Phil 
Osbourne, vice-president; 
l.orena Quay, executive 
secretary; Olive Osbourne, 
recording secretary; An 
Grossic, treasurer.
Committee cltalrmnn 
include Ulla Kioston, Lee 
Mcslicr, Irma Kuligowski, 
Christine Gillian and Birkly 
Oriffilh,
PHIL OSBOURNE will be lTiasTcr' ’oT 
ccremonlc,s for Saanich Peninsula and Gulf 
Islands Multicultural Society's entertainment at 
fall fair Sunday. ,
I
■
Account? » J "
With “The 
Calculator*’ 







Fantastic Good Looks In Ono Tough Truck
WAS......... ie,314.30 NOW..........9,418.00
Save 896
For peisouul usw, UuiiUm Lib. Ubb2b
OttlyBttheBoimiBiinli
Steel: He. S'UI
FORD «r Bm FINAKOIHO




CLUTCH. — He - “Why 
does an actor, to portray 
deep emotion, clutch at his 
head, and an actress at her 
heart?”
She — “Each feels it 
most in the weakest point.”







Minister Grace McCarthy 
has appealed to British 
Columbians to “open up 
their hearts” to find 
adoptive homes for children 
with special needs.
“In this Year of the Child 
and Family in our province, 
there are still many children 
who, through unfortunate 
circumstances, cannot find 
adoptive homes,” the 
minister said.
“Tlic term ‘special needs’ 
covers a variety of children, 
including those who arc no 
longer infants, are han­
dicapped, or have health, 
behavioural or emotional 

















2046 KEATING X RD. 652-1121
SERVING I HE PENINSULA WITH A FULL 
RANGE OE BUILDING SUPPLIES.
Sidney Veterinary Service
DR. E.L. DAHL, D. V.M.
&
DR. M.S. DAHL, D. V.M.
L.arge & Small Animals
2327 Beacon Ave.
In The OFFICE HOURS
Beacon Plaza Phone Mon.-Fri. 9-12 a.m.
Mall 656-3955 1-5 p.m.
Sidney, B.C. Sat. 9-12 a.m.
FUN for School Students and Adults alike
Learn to speak the International Language 
Esperanto, Thursdays 7-9 p.m. starting Sept. 20, at 
the Multi Purpose Centre, Ardmore Golf Course.
20 sessions - S50.00; included in this price $20.00 
supplies.
Love Moat Magnetism 
Attracts Former Peninsula Residents
To register phone 656-4621
34-5




Saturday, September 8th/79: 10:00 a.m. 
- 2:00 p.m.
Wednesday, September 12th/79: 7:00 
p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Skate & Dress Sale at Saturday Registration
NOW APPEARING





freelance writer Paul 
Brock and his wife Pat 
recently enjoyed a cruise 
aboard the ‘Love Boat’ 
of T.V. fame. Mr. and 
Mrs. Brock for many 
years resided on West 
Saanich road. They now 
dwell in Sooke.
^ yV..By ', y
Paul Brock
Despite the undoubted 
brilliance of the ship­
builders who designed and 
created this mbdern-as- 
tomorrow cruise vessel, 
my wife, who is 5 ft.2 in., 
and bears no resemblance 
whatever to a muscular lady 
wrestler, found what she 
thought was a small flaw in 
their nautical masterpiece.
On boarding the Princess 
at San Juan, she noticed 
that the door of the head 
(bathroom) in our 
stateroom was wide open 
and would not shut.
It seemed to have been 
welded permanently to the 
side of the bathtub, .she 
reported. Fcinininc tugs, 
determined but wary in case 
the use of undue strength 
might wrench the elegant 
bath from its moorings 
made no difference to its 
fusion to the tub.
I was reading the ship’s 
welcoming entertainment
AND TO CELiBlATE 
WE ARE OFFERING A
AUTHOR PAUL .S/?OC/r (foreground) examines electronic ‘brain’ 
below deck in the famous cruiseships of T.V. fame. Strength of the 
thousands of magnets on board, in all shapes and sizes, is detected from 
here. Crew, with the exception of the station catering staff, is British.
itinerary at the time, and 
the significance of 
Patricia’s discovery escaped 
me. “Yes, dear,” I mur­
mured as she struggled on, 
trying to attract my at­
tention.
Then came a discreet 
tapping on the entrance 
door to the stateroom, It 
was Handsome George, one 
of the two unflappable 
English stewards whoWere 
destined to pamper us with 
devoted attention 
throughout every day and 
night of the cruise,
.M'tcr introductions, the 
first question directed at 
George by Patricia was
RAY AAARQUETTE 
Tuesday-Saturday 8 p.m.-Midnight 
”A MUST TO SEE & HEAR"
2280 Beacon Avo, 656-1176
MUSIC TUITION
Beginners to Diploma Standard









9825 “• 3fd St. 
Sidney, B.C, V8L 3S5




















4450A West Saanich Rd. 






“Why can’t 1 close the 
bathroom door?”
He smiled benignly, 
“Because, madam, you 
may not have pulled it hard 
enough,”
Patricia pulled at the 
door again, this time using 
one dainty foot against the 
bath for leverage. It still 
wouldn’t budge,
“Allow me, madam,” 
said George, flattering her 
with a graceful bow. He 
grasped the door knob with 
a .strong band and pulled it 
vigorously. There was a 
loud metallic click and the 
door swung open, thus 
providing the complete 
privacy it was supposed to 
offer,
“Like all super- 
cruiseships these days,” 
said George airily “all tlic 
heads (balltrooms) are 
magnetically secured for 
safely. They will slay open 
or shut whichever is 
preferred — in the roughest 
weather, yet a fairly strong 
lug will open llte inngiiels,
P'lTie.se magnets, 1 must 
say .sir, can Sbmetimes be a 
little too strong for llte 
ladies, but wc are alwayt 
ready to come to the resein: 
Incidentally 1 he cupboards 
and drawers arc tilso fitict 
with magnets.”
Me demonstrated 
opening each drijwcr ant 
cupboard with a deft 
flourish and a resounding 
click,
The final dick came as be 
■Stooped, opened ih 
refrigerator door ant 
produced a bottle of chillet 
California champagne 
“Compliments of Princes 
Croiscs," he smiled as he 
popped the coik, filled two 
sparkling glasses, and left 
us to our umutored
cniiscslnp devices,
A.S the voyage 
progressed, our expertise 
with the door magnets, and 
the sbe of inir biceps, 
increased remarkably, The 
only other thing wc didn’t 
quiKi! cope with was the
non-rcmovablc four-inch 
step across the bottom of 
the bathroom entrance. 
Tlicrc was a polite warning 
notice on it: PI.EASE 
WATCH YOUR STEP.
“It helps to keep the rest 
of the .stateroom dry if there 
a flood in the 
balliroom,” explained 
George with a smile, .
Stepping over that 
urking nautical barrier, 
niglit and day, conscious or 
semi-conscious, helped 
reduce our respective 
weights during the cruise by 
at least one wliolc ounce.
dIsgounT
^ (To Sed: f2)' • "
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•GOODYEAR TIRES -BRAKE JOBS
•TUNE UPS •HIGH SPEED BALANCING
•LUBE & OIL CHANGES •TRANSMISSION SERVICES!




The final event of the 
1979 I'asibnll season will 
occur at Saiisclta I’ark, 
Sept. 8 and 9; the dates of 
llte Seconil Annual Wayne 
Hull Tournament,
'ITtis year, ilie tmir- 
namenl will inelndc learns 
from I Icy wood Avenue, 
McDonald Park, Gien 
I.nke, Juan dc Fuen, 
Liingford tind Sidney in a 
round-robin format.
As establislicd last year, 
Ilie tournament is a fund- 
raising affair for tlie Wayne 
Bull Fund, but there is an 
added refinement this 
season.
Fifty pcf cent of tlic 
proceeds will get to (he 
Wayne Bull lumd, mid a 
new trust-fund, esiiihllslH'd 
in (he name of Wayne llnll 
for injured hall players, will 
be the icslpienl of tlic 
remnimkr,
Each of the rcctealiomil 
Ititgucs 111 liie tKCalei 
Victoria are!! lias been 
asked to name an ad- 
minisiraior to the board of 
the new fund, and it is 
Imped livid Irijuied ball- 




Victoria & Area 
Directory
1 (I,, ' •>
THE ALPHABETICAL (White Pages) SECTION of your now 
tolophono directory Is about to close. . ^
THE YELLOW PAGES SECTION has already closed.
Pleaso Ifjl us know right away if Ihore aro any changes nt all to bo mode In 
YOUR LISTINGS: — ‘
Is the Name and Addfosa correct?
Want to list other rnernbors of your (arnily? '
Like to list other firms you roprosont?
Or the names and positions of key employocis?
CHARGES APPLY FOR CHANGES AND EXTRA US^
FOB INFORMATION CALL OUR BUSINESS OFFICE.
V








FOR RENT M!SC. FOR SALE
HOME SERVICES % 
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE HELP WANTED
SALVADOR
AGENCIES





inside and out. Must be 
seen to be appreciated. A 
lovely two step - two 
bedroom bungalow at a 




DAILY 1-4 p.m. 
at
VISTA DEL MAR 
10016 Third St.
25 condominiums made up 
of: 12 one bdrm and den 
(single bath, 13 two bdrm 





2.45 acre property 
overlooking the end of the 
peninsula. Deluxe 3 bdrm 
home svith extras galore. 
MLS. Asking price 
$138,000.
BALSAM ROAD 
Plan to view this well 
constructed 3 bdrm full 
basement home on a well 
groomed Vi acre lot. Over 
1400 sq. ft. finished plus 
most of basement left to 
develop to your taste. 
Double glazed windows on 
• main floor. Living room 
drapes and major ap­
pliances included. $81,0(X). 
MLS:
JIM JONES 656-4597 




Just 2 blocks frorr Roberts 
Bay. Older 3 bdrm home 
with lots of potential. Lot is 
80 ft. wide. Now vacant. 
MLS $53,500.
DUPLEX 
Cozy side by side one bdrm 
duplex. Close to Beacon 
Ave. Call for more in­
formation. $55,000.
ARDMORE LOT 
'A acre lot at Ardmore Dr. 
and Falkirk. Nicely treed. 
Well is in. MLS. Asking 
$32,800.
SEAVIEWS 
Unique opportunity for 
those looking to the future. 
7.50 acre property with.a 3 
bdrm home. The bulk of 
the land enjoys ocean views 
but there is a portion with 
approx. 250 ft. of ocean 








2 bdrms, plus 1 'A baths, 
private cemented patio. 
Bright front unit. Two car 
parking. W'alking distance 
to shopping, Senior Centre, 
Schools. Low assess. 
Immediate possession. Call 
now to sec this dandy 
Townhouse.
Asking $35,900 
JEAN LAMBERT 656- 
3426
EARLE H. SMITH 
Real Estate 479-8121
ONE BEDROOM suite unfurnished. 
Ground floor. John Dean Pork oreo. 
6561968. 33-tf. '
ONE BEDROOM SUITE, unfurnished. 




human) urine stains, odors from 
carpets. Free brochure! Dept. A, 
Reidell Chemicals Ltd.. Box 7500, 




Immediate occuponcy. luxurious 
new. One Mrm. ond don; two bdrm.; 
two bdrm. ond don; S360 S460. Woll- 
to-woil, lop floor suites fxjve loft and 
skylight. Elevator. Locked entrance.
' Neor shopping and bus. Mature 
adults. No pets. See resident 
rnonoger. suite 103 or coll 656-3060. 
35-tf
ELLIOTT PAPER-STENOL oddressing 
machine. Also included ore 700 
stencils ond o dozen motol stencil- 
filing troys. $1,000 or best offer. 
Phone Ladysmith 245-2277 or write 
P.O. Box 400. Ladysmith, B.C. VOR 
2E0. 35-2
$47,900 
Delightful 2 bdrm 
bungalow, fireplace in 
living room. Garage with 





SIDNEY — 2 BDRM. bungalow. Alt 
carpeted, secluded on V« acre. Lorge 
vorkshop. One block lo beoch. Good 
references. $395 month. 656*5746. 
35*1
ROTOTILLER 36". for sale as is. for 
3*polnl hitch, used once, c.^'w 
stobilizors. Used snowthrower. 
model I.H. 50. in working condition. 
Fits I.H. Cub 154 loBoy troctor. 
Cosing dale; September 24. 1979 at 4 
p m. Bids will be received in writing 
by: Secrolary*Treosurer, School
District No. 17 (Princeton). Box 460, 
Princeton. B.C. VOX IWO. 35*1
SIDNEY, FIVE BEDROOM FAMILY 
home, close to schools. No pels. 
Basement finished. $450 per mo. Coll 
ofter6 p.m. 656*1027. 35*1
WURLITZER ORGAN, excellent 
condition, many feotures, $2,450, 
model 5 4 5 . 382 1 535 or 652-1602 
(after eight). 35*2
SIDNEY SPECIAL 
Must sell - 3 bdrm, full 
bsmt. with room for 
development. Home 
features lovely floor to 
ceiling fireplace. Situated in 
area of good homes, on 1/3 




ONE ROOM UNIT WITH BATH. Fridga 
included. Good for bachelor suite, 
office spoce or storage. Beacon Ave.. 
Sidney. $175 month plus utilities. 382* 
■OMO.......... ....’ 35-1
SKIDDER FOR SALE — 1977 518 Col 
Skidder. low hours. Excellent con­
dition. With No. 37 Esco gropple or 





I need the following for 
serious clients. 3 or 4 bdrm, 
full bsmt. house with 
master ensuite, Sidney area,
winnipec^coupiT requirI
bungalow style home in Sidney area 
summer of 1980. Prefer electric heat, 
3 bedrooms or two and den/fomily 
room, dining room, garden sized lot 
and carport or garage. Ail letters 
onswered. Reply to Box ‘7". Sidney 
Review. 34*2
CLARK 667 GRAPPLE SKIDDER.
24.5x32 — 80% tires. 1.300 hours 
totol time — Washington — $34,500. 
1974 CAT D3. 6*way ongle blode., 
ripper, 60% U/C, ROPS—Edmonton 
— $24,500. 1975 Clark 667 skidder. 
23.1x26 tires, checks out OK — 
■ $26,500. 1977 CAT 966C, Wetdeo 
grapple, ROPS cob with extra guards, 
4 yard bucket, 23.5 deep lug tires 
90% — Peace River — $115,0(K). 
Phone 324-2446 or 853*0950 . 35-1
EiE mm
WMTDD TQ RENT
FLAT OR CORRUGATED INDUSTRIAL 
FIBREGLASS ponels at discount 
prices. Also white chinoboord wall 
lining for hygienic and heavy abuse 
oreas. Call NU-FAB, 530-6201, 22470 
Fraser Highway. Langley, B.C. V3A 
4P6. 35-1
1912:
2444 Beacon Avb./ 
Sidney, B.C. 656-1154
DUPLEX ^ SIDNEY 
One half of this custom 
built duplex has just been 
completed and plans for the 
.second half are available. 
Built near the water with 
sea glimpses, there are over 
l,9(X) finished square feet 
of living area on one side, 
with quality finishing, 
thermopancs, 150 amp. 
service, 2 baths, 3 bdrms., 
rcc. room, deluxe heatilator 
fireplace and a host of 
extras, This is an out­
standing opportunity for 
acquiring a superb duplex 








immediate occupancy, luxurious new 
Condos;- One bdrm ond den: two 
bdrm; two bdrm ond den; $360 - $460. 
Wall to wall, top floor suites have loft 
and skylight. Elevator. Locked en 
trance. Near shopping ond bus 
Moture adults. No pets. See resident 
manager, suite 103‘or coll 6%-3i060 
3 3-'lfv;^':^-':A
1 also need a waterfront lot 




K OF P HAIL - Weddings, meetings, 
Dances, Parties, etc. For more in* 
formotion phone 656*2368. 26*tf
STEREO AND TV Hl-R cabinets: wire 
bookcase, rec. bar, two carpets, 
elect. TV B/W, Hoover spin wosher. 
656-6176. 34*2
PAT BAY LOTS 
Vi acre lots, 100x215. Now on sole. 
Mills Road and West Soonich Road. 
City water, wells, paved roods, view 
of Pot Bay.
Ray Demchuck 




for some lucky landlord to find o 
reliable, punctuoi tenant. I need a 
house, preferably with-acreoge, for 
myself and four shovv dogs. Will 
consider onything in Sidney-North* 
Central Soonich oreo ~ my poor old 
car is fast tiring of the doily trips be­
tween current home in Metchosin 
and work in Sidney. Excellent 
references available. Please coil 656- 
1151 weekdoys, 478-0201 evenings & 
weekends. 29-tf
DOORS! B.C.'s Lowest Prices! 
Prehung Interior, $15.90; solid ex­
terior prehung. $49.00; panelled 
doors, $39; deadbolt locks, $9.90; 
closet bi-fo!ds, ,$11.90; Conoda’s 
largest selection. Write or phone fo 
further information Walker Door Ltd 
266-7211. 1366 S.W. Marine Dr.
Voncouver V6P 5Z9 or 985*9714, 1589 
Garden Ave., N. Voncouver V7P3A5 
• ■ 22*tf














Owner Wilf Dorman gives 















Vlllog* Valet Drive In Cleaners 
Brentwood Village Square 
7120W.Soon.Rd. 6521555
RELIABLE INDIVIDUAL for part-time 
gardening ond gonerol cloon-up. 
Apply Eltehommor Industries. 2130 
Maloviow Avo., Sidney. 33-4
HILF WANTSS
CERTIFIED INDUSTRIAL ELEaRICIAN
and certified millwright. Full range 
IWA benefits. Needed immediately. 
Contact Box 39, Merritt, B.C. VCH 
2B0. Phone 378-2224. Relocate to the 
beautiful Nicola Valley. 34*2
EARN UP TO $100 A WEEK! Spore 
time career with management op­
portunity available. For detoils send 
name, address, phone number to; M. 
Chester. 205-1899 Willjngdon Ave.. 
Burnaby. B.C. V5C 5T1. Phone 294- 
1512. 34-4
ADVERTISING SALES PERSON needed 
immediotely by expending weekly 
newspaper: some management 
duties required. Attractive salory. 
Beautiful Lakes District of B.C. Ask 
for Billot 692-7526 . 34-3
CANADA'S LEADING WEEKLY 
NEWSPAPER has on immodioto 
opening for an oxporionce disploy 
odveftising person. The successful 
opplicant will represent the award­
winning. twice weekly Comax 
Disirict Free Press in fhe heort oi 
Vancouver Island vocotionlond. A 
growing areo offering comfortoble 
homos, good schools and o wide 
variety of sports and sociol activities. 
The applicant should be enthusiastic 
ond imaginative, hove o proven solos 
record, be capoble of producing good 
layouts and selling copy for all types 
of retail occounts and be able to 
assist advertisers in the establish­
ment of consistont planned ad­
vertising programs. The opplicont 
should otso hove a good knowledge 
of offset newspaper production and 
retail soles techniques. Salory 
commensurate with qualifications. 
Moil resume before September 7 to: 
Murray Froncis, Advertising 
Monoger, Comox District Free Press. 
Box 3039, Courtenay, B.C. V9N 5N3. 
35-3
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY: ex- 
perienced Grapple/Loader operotor 
599 Americon, with snorkel. Tern- 
porary/permanet position with 
Jacobson Bros. Forest Products Ltd. 
Logging division at Horsefly. B.C. 
Contoct O.J. Andersen, Woodlands 
Manager, Box 4710, Williams Lake, 
B.C. V2G 2V7. Phone 392-4121 office; 
392*5969 home. 33-4




BY OWNER. 2 BDRM. bungalow. Clear 
title. Immaculate condition, ottached 
garage, fireplace, electric heat. 1 % 




2433 MALAVIEW « 
SIDNEY
BY OWNER -r $63.0(K). One-y^r-old
three bedroom home. Finish^ rec. ______________________________
SfuWy/'; londscdpe^;;5it^^l;:;>^/5^Ck PERSIAN LAMB COAT. si»118.
WASHING MACHINE AND FRIDGE,
good condilion. Phone after 5. p^m. 
656*4939. ' '■ vV'35*1 •
.fireplaces^ beautiful private wooded
DOORS! B.C.'t lowest prices! 
Prehung interior, $19.90; solid ex­
terior prehung. $49; ponellod doors, 
$39; deadbolt locks, $9.90; clo$el bi­
folds. $11'90: r Cdnodo's largest 
selection. Write or phone for further 
information Walker Door Ltd., 266* 
j 7211, 1366 S^wJ MorinO: Dr., Van­
couver V6P'529-or’'905-9714; 1589 
Garden Ave., N. Vancouver V7P 3A5.' 
? y ,33.tf
WELL ESTABLISHED Fraser Valley 
Community Klewspoper requires 
experienced * Sports writer. 
Applicants should also be competent 
with general news and 35 mm 
camera. Dark room experience an 
asset. Apply Box 148, BCYCNA, 808. 
207 West Hostings St., yancouver, 
B.C. V6B 1H7, 33-3
THE COMOX DISTRICT FREE PRESS.
Canada's leading weekly newspaper, 
has an immediate opening for on 
experienced "idea" person copable 
of producing good shop loyouts in 
oddition to finished work for client 
presentation. Should be well versed 
in offset newspoper production and 
ready to assume responsibility for 
supervision of in-office activities of 
advertising department detail stoff. 
Salary commensurote with 
qualifications. Please mail resume 
and work sompies to Murray Francis, 
Advertising Manager, Comox District 




will toke'second. Phone 656-4294. 34* ;
2 : -■ ■
% -length, 
,6140.
good condition, $250. 656*
NANAIMO RIVER — V# acre river­
front property with hydro and 
telophono in area of quality homes. 
Ideal for holding or recreation. 656- 
3358 . 35*1




PIANO LESSONS — beginning and 
odvanced students welcome. Phone 
721*5148. 1 35.1
NOW IS THE TIME TO ORDER custom- 
knit Indian sweaters or rug-hooking 
kits for foil or Christmas. Kobe's 
Woolcrofts. 9940 - 5th St. 656-2276. 






I,urge Tmlor couiTiry home 
on W ac. will) 4 hilrni.s plus 
Mxlimsuiie,$l()5.(K)(), ,
.■"■riedaterre;:,
l-rench for homcbasel 
Iminactilaie one bedroom 










An artistically different 
home on nearly an acre of 
wooded property. Spacious 
living room with open 
ceiling, massive rock 
fireplace and a sunken 
conversation Pit. Three 
bdrms (deluxe bathroom 
off the master bdrm with 
adjoining sauna room), 
large game room with built 
in bar, wrought iron spiral 
stairway to the upper icvel 
and many other artistic 
features in tliis unique 
home,
$129,500
ERIC GRAHAM 656-4489 





AVAILABLE NOW — 2 bdrm. & study 
area townhouso located in a 
desirable, quiet complex in Sidney. 
LR. DR. cute kitchen, 1 % bathrooms, 
lovely patio, lots of extras. A must to 
soe ot $40,0CX). Sheriiyn Redokopp 
656-3276. Block Bros. 386-3231. 35*1
I AM COMPILING A service directory 
for the Brentwood area. If you 
babysit, do odd jobs, teach piano, 
etc. or if any businesses are in* 
terestoci In listing your business In 
the directory please catT Sherilyn 
Redekopp 656*3276. 35*1
ALBERTA GRAIN-FED BEEF f 
For Information phone Bob at 381- 
6621. 29.tf
CHALLENGING SALES POSITION
ovoilable in advertising depot tment 
of Cariboo community newspopet. 
Managerial ' advoncemonf possible 
for right person. Retail sales ex­
pel lence and marketing background 
an asset. Send resume in confidence • 
to Paulette Ernst, Mgr..* Dir.. Cariboo 
Observer, Box 4460,.^rQuesnel, B.C;
V2J 3J3. , u .. ' * ,7 B
GARDEN SERVICE: Pruning 
Von Schuckmonn.^6-1990.
MOST PHASES of garden-ng and 
lofidscaping - ciso got den destqii. 
Coll Chotles V out tin. 656 1595 after 5 
 . -  IQAli.
FARM WORKERS : seeking em- 
ployment. in the .Odonich Peninsulo 
and Greater Victorio oreo.',Part and 
full time, mole and female persons. 
Register at the Form Labor Pool, 205- 
3400 Douglas St.. Victoria, B.C. 382- 
4274. 34-4
$48,300. BRAND NEW 2 BEDROOM
home. Wolking distonco. 9711 2nd 










INCORPORATE! $100 PLUS FILING'
FEES. Incorporate yourself • fast • 
over the telephone, Oui forms and 
typing services are lawyer approved. 
Coll SoH-Counsol Services loll free 
112-800-663-3035. Chorgox and 
Mosterchorgo opproved.47 tf
HOMEMAKERS. Mature persons with 
own transportation and good
housekeeping skills needed to act os 
members of the Health Care Team. 










lAgairi available for 
Sidney and surrounding 
1 districl. Good Work­
manship at reasonable 
I prices. . 
j Also excellent crews 
1 available for larger jobs.
656-3297
By rOM CRONK
A fair y-tale finish to the 
most exciting game of the 
1979 season, gave Hotel 
Sidney tite playoff 
cliampionship of the Sidney 
Senior Men's l-'astball 
League, August 2!.
Hotel eiilored the fourth 
game of the series against 
Harvey's Sporting Goods 
with a 2-1 advantage in 
gatnes won, and protniMly 
drew first blood, on a 2 run 
homer by Wayne Jones.
Not to be outdone, 
Harvey’s came back witli 
two runs of their own and 
in the following inning, 
scored once again to gain a 
3-2 lead.
A Wayne Jones double 
scored A1 Cro.ss to tie the 
game But Harvey’s Frank 
Scott homered to give his 
team a 4-3 lead, which 
lasted until the bottom of 
the seventh inning.
Down by one run, and 
with two out, Hotel batters 
launched four consecutive 
base hits from pitcher Dick 
Michaud. Bill Day led off 
the attack, followed by Ted 
King. Roger Provencher 
scored Day on his single, 
despite a tremendous throw 
by Harvey’s Perry Ethier, 
which forced Day into a 
head-first slide.
A1 Cross came to the 
plate, and like the three 
batters before him, took 
two strikes, before tieing 
into a fastball. The single 
scored King for the gamc- 
wiuningruii.
Both teams played ex­
ceptionally well, and gave 
the fans more anxious 
moments than they had had 
all year. AVithout adoubt, it
was the most exciting game 
of llte entire season.
The Cable 10 crew 
covering the game, should 
be commended as well. 
Ktiowing that the players 
would like to sec the game 
televised as soon as 
possible, the crew planned 
to air the tape immediately, 
but found that they could 
not transmit because of 
technical difficiillics.
Undaunted, tliey 
followed the suggestion of 
their Executive Producer 
Mike Stanlake. and took 
the mobile studio to -the 
Hotel. With a few cable 
connections easily ac­
complished, the game was 
broadcast closed-circuit, 
much to the delight of the 
fans and players in at­
tendance.
In other league hap­
penings, the election of 
officers for the upcoming 
season was held during an 
open meeting, August 20, 
with the following results.
President - Tom Doyla; 
1st Vice - Don Boon; 2nd 
Vice - Don Norbury; 
Secretary - Ruth Orr; 
Treasurer - Gerry Young.
President Tom Doyle 
said that the three ap­
pointments yet to be made 
to the board will be ac­
complished as soon as 
possible, following the 
October 1 take-over by the 
new executive. He said that 
the league is actively 
searching for a P.R. man, 
and have someone in mind 
already, but would not 
release the name, however, 
until the prospective 




TEXAS RESORT LOTS surrounded by 
palms and beaches, $15,200. 15*/. 
down, Will (ly you in ol our expense, 
Block Bros. Really, c/o Box 149, 
BCYCNA, BOO-207 West Hostings Si., 
Voncouver, B.C. V6B 1H7. 35-1
BEGINNER'S STEREO, good condilion. 
AAA/FM solid stole receiver, BSR 
lurnloble, two 20" condle speakers, 
$60,656-3084 . 35-1
NEW AND GOOD USED 
AT LOW PRICES.
BUY-SELL-TRADE
LOCAL CONTRACTOR Is looking lor 
drywoller or taper lor locol peninsula 
work. Phono656.1708. 35-2




INGLIS DRYER, VERY GOOD con­
dition. $75 or nearest oiler. 6.56-2427, 
35-1
ON IICLUDED RENTED LOT close to 
aiiporl, 9001 Weil Sonnlth Rond. 
I96H, 13x52, 3 bdrin, General mobile 
home. Fully (urnliliud Includes 
Muyinu wusliui oml dlyei, lililo u, 
bed; coblnol ilereo, $11,000 linn, 
Immerllnlo possossinn Cnl|656'l33l 
eyenlniis, 34-3
$48,300. BRAND NEW 2 BEDROOM
homo, Walking dislonco. 9711 2nd 
SIrool. Ready In one week, 656-4738. 
35-1
OLDER STOVE IN GOOD
order, $45. Phono 656-1763.
working
35-1
See our slock ol Wagon Wheels.
DELL'S USED FURNITURES 
ANTIQUE SALES 
2144A Kaoling Cross Rd. 
-----------——
EXPERIENCED SHORT ORDER COOK,
3-5 days per week. Salory com- 
mensurolo with experience. Reply in 
writing lo P.O. Box 2506, Sidney, B.C. 
V813Z4. 35-3
AVAILABLE NOW 2 bdrnr. « study 
oreo townhouso localed In 
desirable, quiet complex in Sidney; 
IR, DR, cute kitchen, I '.i bathrooms, 
lovely polio, lots ol extras. A must to 
ioo ol $40,000. Shorilyn Rodokopp 
6-56-3276 Block Bros, 3B6-3231. 35 1
REAL ESW
FOR REWT
1.25 ACRES LIGHT INDUSTRIAL with 
3,200 sq, II. bldg for roni in Sidney. 
Whole or portion. Call 3115 7731. 34 11
TWO FURNISHED ROOMS In character 
rooming house, . Sidney. Kllthon, 
washer, dryer. SI40nnifSI50 Ptione 
598-7509. ___ ________ 34-2
bnlhs,NEW THREE BEDROOM, I
llriiploto. with hocililalor, $425 inon, 
Musi liovri leltiieirres. Pels not 
allowed, Phnno Mike 556 40<6 or Vic 
555 4003, 2’It
SIDNEY, a BEDROOM, btisemnnl. 
ulllillut Inidudud, $340 por inori. 
Avolloblo now, Phono566 1176, 30-11
DEAN PARK -- TEACHER'S WIFE hns
largo now view home Will shore 
svilli niolulu nun-siiiokiiiy wuiknig 
per son, $360 rno. Releioncos 
nvollnWe, 555 4050, 34-lf
GARAGE SALE. Sol., Sopl. 1st. Two 
woshors and dryors; large bird cage; 
cabinols; numerous mlsc, orllcles; 
also 1970 Pontiac Potlslonne '3-door 
hardtop, $350. 4-barrol motor, 4- 
speed transmission. B635 Ebor 
Torroco, off Amity. 656-6341. 35-1
MISC. VitDTED
WAYNE'S WAGON WHEEL STORE,
7174 West Soonich Rd, Brentwood 
Boy. B.C, 653-'J321, Buy - Soil • Trade. 
Now • used iloflis.^ *1
REGISTERED NURSE TO ASSIST
recently oslobllshed gonorol pioc- 
llllonor In Control Soonich oreo, Musi 
bo familiar with ollice routine and 
some typing. Salary negotiable, Send 
resume to Box 6, Saanichton, B.C. 
VOSIMO. 35-1
12 LEFT. BRAND NEW Motol 
newstonds nevoc used, sol up for 15c 
but con btr changed, tdeol lor 
conrmuniiy ncwsiiapois. We hove tV^ 
ol lho'.e newstonds lor salt! at SlOO, 
t'oeh. Write Tirnos Printing and 
Puhiisirirrg, 1422 Pembtokn Avu., 
North Vorreouvot V7P 251 ot phono 
9M0 7531 dnys, 922 7751 ovoninqs. 13 
t|
NEED HELP WITH BOOKKEEPING
storting Soplornbor? Coll Diono 556- 
3585, 31-5
S a a ri i c h P e n i n s u 1 a 
Hospital adhiinistraiion 
said “thank you” in a letter 
to Victoria Oddfellows and 
Rebckali’s extended care 
hospital committee for their 
gift of radio telephones, 
now installed in the hospital 
and vehicles at a cost of 
$.2,497.45,
Other services provided 
by the organization include 
transportation of elderly 
people lo and from their 
homes lo the day care
ODD FELL O WStAA;-"
centre, adjacent to the 
hospital, providing them 
with a day’s outing and 
medical attention when 
needed.
Currently, the committee 
is looking into ways of 
helping the Deaf and Hard 
of Hearing lastitute of 
Vancouver Island.
The sum of $250 was 
voted to both the Gorge 
Road Hospital and the 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
for cnlcrtainnieni of 
patients.
PERSOmS
MOVING SALE. Walnut corner china 
coblnol, os now, $270; Ihroo-ploco 
cofloo loblo sol. $30; guitar am­
plifier, $30: dropos; whilo motol roll- 
away col; misc, housohold ilomi, 
soma now gift Hems. Wtidnosdoy and 
Thursday. 656-6008 , 2122 Skylark 
Lano. 35-T‘'
'GOOD USED RECORDS, ospoclolly old 
454 lor poisonol collodion. 474.1071 
.niouiid suopot time, 29-11
CHANDELIE FASHIONS. An all
Canodian company will Iroin you os o 
loshlon counsellor il you quolily ond 
glvo you o S600 wardrobe ooch 
gouson. You must diivo and hovo Iwo 
Iroo ovonings a wnok. Call 656-5033 
or 479-6894, 35 1
GUTTERS RENEWED. Continuous 
soomloss olumlnum guilt-rs ond 
down pipes, Oldo Countiy 
Tiodosmon tow rains pnnsionofs,
478-3798. _____ _______ ___3h4
PAINTINgT" PAPERHANOINb.' 'piif 
hour or pot contract. 656-0336. 31-4
ATTENTION BRENTWOOD DAY AREA.
tvpniionr-od piono lonchpr now in 
till! arof.t. Roginnriis lo Grade VI 
lovt'l, I’opulnr und classical music, 
f’honn 652-1585, 35-1
RIDING
MOVING - YARD SALE 
SEPT. 3, 10 A.M. •$ P.M. 
9194 Croiiwoll Rood
All gonotol household Hums 
looU. single hide-abed, 
condilion, 656 4 685.
HUMMEL FIGURES and ploios: Royol 
Dnilon Figures and Toby Jugs also 
iMIlilaria Swoidi, Doyonols, Badges | 
ond Medals, 303-0405; 386-0911, IB-tf
WANTEDi BABY CARRIAGE, In good 
condition, able lo bo tonverlod lo 
slrollor. 656-2152. 35-1
YOUTH REQUIRED TO HELP In mnlol 
shop nitnr school I'5 houis-'3 hrs 
doily. Must hove cliiver's licenso 
Apply Gemini Melol Products, 10200 
Boworbonk. 656-4722, 35-1
TYPING DONE IN MY HOME.
Roasonublu rales. Prompt soivlce. 
tofto-s, slatninnols, inonuscMpts, 
etc. Phono Dolores ol 652-3631 or 
553:4549, 28 if
LESSONS. Chlldion 7-13 
Oiiiot ponies: olsfj lovely quiet 
pony to loose at oui slohio with ring,
555 5325, _ _____
PIANO LESSONS l)eginning and 





wool RUG, RUST. 5 II. 7 in. x lilt. 3 
In.: 3 spiled lecoid player. $65; 
Samsonite sulltaie, $25; small ap­
pliances holt dryer, coffee pot, 4- 
illco luosiur, lion. 656-4001. 35-3
ANTIQUE FURNITURE. Orlonlol 
caipots. Sllvoi, cryslal, coppei, bross 
onil olhoi Inlerosllng collectables. 
Fair pikes paid, Hlh«rnlo Antiques. 





Oookkoopor? Phono Diono 
33 5
ONE PAIR OIRl'E RIDING BREECHES,
sl/e 12, must be In good condition, 
556 20115. ''•'■‘'f
SET OF BUNK BEDS, now condilion.
$350. Phone 65/1 Mi20, __ 35-1
Pliona 656- 
35-1
BARTLETT PEARS. 30c Ib.
13^^' ______;____________ ____
li KODAK CAROUIEl l4b'4'lid«Trnys, 
$5 ooch, Phono 656-2647 morningi. 
35-1
DOME SEtlTICES B 
KQtflEMIlIT rOR SALS
MILLWRIGHT REQUIRED lur sawmill In 
noilhorn B.C Coiiifk'd millwright 
piolorrod but not ossonllal. Swing 
shift. Union tales, thovo Inteiosleii 
roll Rim Fnrosi Pioducts, Soulfi 
Ha/oflon. B.C, VOJ 3R0 Pfione 843-
5266,___ '___________ 35-4
WANTEDi HOCKEY p'l'AYtRT’wdit 
Junior A ovpeiuinni lo ploy inPneifk 
Noilhwost Hockey league with the 
Smiihers lolems, Apply Box 1073, 







Kl - 1 Ac. Parcels oil South 
.slope. Treed aiur cleared, 
wmermains. From $24,900,
SIDNIIYCOMMIHCIAI.
2 lots 54x100 level, cleared, 




SATURDAY & SUNDAY 
1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
GOIF CUJRSi oincicic broom. Good 
conriitlon. Phone656-5153, .15-1
OARAOE SAlf, Two lamTl7 oHoIr, 
Solurdoy, 5«p|. Ill, 9 a.m - 3 p.m, 
•>858 Secand si,, Sidney. 35-1
CUSTOM CARINET MAKINOi olio 
campers, vans am) boat Interiors, 
olsn odd |«h«, 15 yeais experiencu. 
fum estiiTiOlBl. 656 0308.__
oidei. 
3 If
FIREPLACE WOOD cut nl
Phon*.'655 4313.
JOURNEYMAN AUTOBODY' 
MECHANICS lequlied by West- 
Cenlinl Allietio body shop Company 
paid Insurance plan, flat role wages. 
Phone Dove or Kent (403) 723-4447 or 
(403) 73,'l-6lMI, Fdsrjn Alio, 35-1
NEED A
555 3585
HINOVAfIONS, bE'^NERAL REp'aIIRS. 
Sell-uniployed. experienced rni 
penler. f ret, eilimoles, 55H-,5961 31
H_______ ___ ____________ _
perienced Giode II student 
PaikUind eirm ot Deep Cove, Plione 
555.494V ____ ___ :t5-l
R?i7Aiir~Hi’oH kHOor'srTJbtNT
willing lo hnhyMt weokemfs end ullei 
school Plume 565'_4J57 _ ... j'K'
Wiru'7b“ to’'SmYSiT' Miiu'dli^
llldny, my tiome, iictoss liotn Sidney 
slemenieiy, 656-5426. 35-1
JIUTOB G DOATfl 
FOR SALE
■ FOURFNT ' ,
67$ sq, II, bffiee Space for 
professional, $.110/Kl,
: .SOIJIOIJTI ■ 
Almosi all our llsiings have 
soUlV Tliiiiking of .selling? 




THREE BEDROOM CMAtIT ITVL*
Iwtme vriili rntpoi'i, ori quiet lane, 
flrenlwnml Rny. Criipeieil, vnriium 
lyslom, etiutiif herit, - lifeplnre
,$s3,'7c-o,'r!i„..,i5:2 34-j
2341 HARBOUR ROAD, 
Sidney, B.C.
Contact:
MRS. EMO THOMS 
388*4383
SAANICH ORCHARDS
rrnslily puked apples, peors and 
i.ii.il)<i|i|>les at liiim prices, Also U- 
pick WIndlall apples, Open dally -
W2-2009,___ ________ _ _______ OSjf
LAWN SALE. SaTuiday, Seplember 
Isl, lOa.m, -215 m, l073Cypress 35-
)
CHEST OF DRAWERSi two sets bunk 
Iwds: Iwo cltlldren's bikes; caurder 
lap; china woll basin; baihroom 
space saver; bllold dctorsi aluminum 
window: iHimIxm blinds, chllclienand 
toenoae rlolhes; loll tvway bed and 





flic largesi one slop 
.iMluipmeiii Konlal YanI on 
the Snaiiicli I’cninsiila. 
Atiihori/i;d dealer for 
lOHO, I AWNBOV and 
SNAIMMiU,
'Wc repair all nudscs,
Heel Mower Mp«claUsl.s,
PARTSMAN AND 3R0 OR 4TH YEAR
mechonic requited lor progressive 
ronl dooleriltlp in Spini River, Alla. 
Saloiy iommunsutule wllli ex­
perience. Apply in hand willing lo; 
Cobran Motois, Box 309, (.pint lllver. 
,Allo, TOM3G0,
MaTntINANCB
IT FT, K B C, 10 MERCURY rind linilei 
$3,MO Phono656-6390^_ „ .1^.'
fRucii" Tomk Fni
level ‘.ysleni. Driik 9'x32' dial 0 
40,000 lbs. Wrilu Oli-ror ' Osoyoos
I AM COMPIIING 0 vuiv.tu dit.-cloiy 
lot the Rioritwood oreo. II you 
babysit, do odd jcvlii., lovich piano, 
on, til it any busineMos are In- 
i.uo-itod in tistinq your huvir.oss in 
ttu. dire, loiy ploaso tnll Shorilyn 
llodi.ku()t. 555 32/6. 35-1
FUU Y QUAUfTeD piANo"jnsTi'uidmn. 
populur ni piopn'oium foi loiontoor 
Vitlo.Ki CuMii.'ivotoiy (d Muvii, 
...tun-, G-ndos nuo llitcuigii mx. Your 
hf.mo OI mino. Ptiono 382 1535 cii 
552 1502 Snlioi flight) ,
NEW I....i x'cIUSI VE i.... il'0itinikahI’o
'Nouily Mo’ luoosl piosthesis. Only 
liuin 'I.(luc.vt.ly Yuuis Mm-liK ltiiuy 
l)C)utl<|uo, Suilo 15 1 1-935 V/osI 
Goiirgin St,, Vuiunuvoi VtiC IH5 
I'llvcuy, (tiinluii uxpoil lilllni), 
Plu.no 6114 :iM3, _ _ _____   JtS^I
dTsCERNINo' ' 'ADLl”lTs7''"' ‘t.Ti'op
divriootly Sudd $'i 00 lot nur lillohl 
(nlaloguo ol maidnl aids, lingoiln, 
Itoilsowtiios mill piweliy, Diirji:l 
.A.ttnit Mnrkotmg lot Dept YK Ilex 
,:I250, Vamnuvoi. P,C. 958 3X9; ;)5 4
TEACHER OF PIANO AND THEORY.
Joan T. McConoghy, B.A , A.R.C.T, 
(MU5. G. Pood,), 656 0'261. 35-1
THE INSTRUCTION ol Ihoso chlldion k 
oven os Iho work of a loving gar 
donor vdio londonth His young plants 
in ilio llowfiiing holds ol All 
Glorious.
Daha'u'lleh 
THE BAHA'I FAITH 
656-6495
35-1
PIANO LESSONS, clcissicnl and 
popular. Sovoral oponing* availablo, 
Rogislor now. Mrs, Joan Downoy. 
656-4050, 34-11
BOMIMO EVENTS
rRESH NEW CROP HONEY, only 75c 
111,, over 30 lbs, in y(;ui ci»iilain*is, 
T9(, Ib, far smoller quanlllles. Babes 
...... ... 34-3
9/U TEMPERED OLAtS. slies liam
2tlx/6 lu 46x76, $16 0Ui.lt, while stuck 
lasts; 34 i>», 7$f, per sq. Il.i 33 oi. 
$1,35; 3,'16, $1.50; % plate, $1.76; 
3/l6bion/elli^d,$3.65A 66»6, 39 |
i>ivdic?ritoo''piurTMrNo'FiEi,
yinli MMtUiVUUI* » 
i uwiii (*i« i«l(i(i1m('t«’s Ouf torriu 
ohH tyfiinrj karvltfvk Inwy^r (tp
pfCtvfefJi Call tvnl('Couni»l 
U/ll (IV (hXj Wi.i etOJV





required lur ii xeneer B stud mill neni 
ihn luwn 111 Slave Lukn, If4) miles 
noilh ol lldmonlrm 5wr(esilul op- 
plifonl will lain our monogemeni 
team orid ink* respansihllily lot oil 
muinienatue, including supeivUlon 
a( 14 liodesmen. Onod 
ntgunirnilonnl and supeivlsoiy skills 
t»t|ulred, Forest Products 
rxiikgrouiiil find eletiricnl moln- 
leiuince experience pieleired hut rml 
e»seniu»l, Relotot.on os-jiiSlOiKe, 
soloiy neoollolile. extelleni Isenellls, 
Teutlor fo.esl IndusHiei ltd,, Bun 
4370, tdmoninn, Alin T6t IN9, 
Phone (401) 4611-3-1) b '
.lADilii AND orNUIMlNTpart ond 
lu)l lime l'«l|i luiudrul in (iidimy and 
Bienlwooil Aimi (tun nhnve 
overage wages, I'hune 4/U-V‘,i66, 34- 
Il ■
Co-op Gtoweis. Box 250, Osoyoos.
t'? ?.2?. J
MOR ad" VlT^ ANTINN’Ci'iTw^^^^^
3(1411, ......... .... ............
iTfT KTcri'oMEROJRV mid li’o^^^
.$3.500. Phone 666 6 390, __ ___ 35 1
19T7“wi7flRFi'TTAR'rOOoiRT"'45o 
Cummins I55P with 1978 Peeilett 
Poge three Axle Irnllor Plume 395. 
6'3/B Ol Box 1543. Printeloo B.C 34-3
SIDNEY SILVER (HREALH ritumuiuas 
Ihorr u.muni noi,uly new nml goiogo 
sniu III |iKi;iO Posihn-.on Dilve, 
11 idiiy Aii(,| 31M 111 I j. III. ;i.| 2
ooib'rN AfiE'rowier'S aim siini's
79 HO sonsnit, V7.*dnesdny 5opl 5 
9 30 1.1 m , I tidoy Sepi 7. 9 3Unm. 
Bowleii uouilpd lor fiidoy, tnll 





lllNOOi K ol r llnll Suliioy nvoiy 




hung ifileilot $15.90, labii
l-.Muj ft. |,,,r..dkd diior. »,19-
deodheli loiks, $9,90; slot*' bl loWs 
in .90, Crmoijlu's laigeil selecHon. 
Walker Door Lid,, 366-7311,, '366 
$ W, Marino Drive, VoacuwVel, V6P 
619 ot 9115-9714, I6R9 Oaiden Ave,, 
u.uuver, V7'f’.V** .
SCHOOL CAMYIFN OPERATION
lequites aide, 4 hours per dny, tidays
p**r tAhEEci 4.*>$/hi"i| |i| Irt
Dulles liu.lurle puri'.having supplies, 
selling loud Hems, keeping records, 
Sciloiy 15.33 hour. Apply In willing 
*01 J.W. loll, piiiHlpol Puiklond 
Vetunda.y Si.houl, (>.). 23/5, SuJney. 
Hf VW 3VB. ’ 34-'3
Pre9ervi5''A*Shlne







Utf Wtoxw, ivttm »'VW4 X-Xn. .V.XX
LAW CLNtRI LlUAl Alt) ClIHtC 
Mondays, 1 45 let 4 30 p.m, 
Af.puuilu.wnls unly I Plume 555-1247, 
J0j_l ..................;
(OPEN ' MOUit:" TOR "jean" and" BUD 
ROOKf'S 35ili Wtxldmg Annlveruiry 
will bn held an XiHuidny. 5e|'il. I, 
1979 lium 3 In 4 38 nhnve Ihe Sidney 
riie Hnll on-lhiid SI All Ineiids and 
lelnhv... yi.eli nniu No gill, pkose
FETE C UVESTOCI!
HOKIKIMOIINO, I’ttniniulo onii ihw
UftiJ iiitttwt hve.
Millh.ifn Phfifve 55'7 21 40 34-4
HORSES BOARDED, breaking and 
naming Wesnnn Riding lessons 
avnilablo. 555-0308. 34-5
BUQINBS5 FEREONALO
ir YOU ENJOY GARDENING, do il
ytuii iciund, using nn aluininum and 
glass, rjieonhousiil V2il|fi lot hou 
bioilniro lo B,C Ginonluvuso 
Ouilduis, 7331 ■ 5lli Slreel, Burnaby. 
B,C,V.1N313. 33 6
EES. OPi'SETEKRIES
FOR lEASEi RITAIl SPACE at 3;153 
BiUHun Ave. (udjuionl lo Bank ul 
NovO Srolla), excellent exposuio, 
Pljuisn cull 388-55151' 34 -3
YOtr'CAN MAkTIFp TiTss'oo’o'weSf 
in youi spnie lime by mulling cir- 
tuliirsl Walk only a lew liouis o 
week- tnlur llils highly piolllal/lo 
lield hy wfiling In Galdslituim 
fnlmprlses Uepl, A?, PO -7'792 
Vuloiin, B.C, V9B 473 Ini hoe In 
hitinehun 34 3
ELY YOUR AOVIRTISINO DOLLARS 
HIGH. Helium hlimps su|d, ieused. 
12 44 (n«||ang they riiiry messages 
III! hnnneis and lan he In, SOIIIM- 
WIND Phono 987-5020 35-1
CO I lioIt...C OU im" AT~HQ*Mri
5 p e 0 fl w r 111 n g , s h ti r t h n n d , 
Ixuikkeeping, huilness moth, I'ull 
l.me tiiuises al-nj ovniloble, ConisKI 
Dullus College, 543 Siiymniii 51,, 
Vumuuvyii, R,C„V5B1II5, phonelkil-
7567,.................................; _ _ 35-1
MAKE MONfiV IN YOUR SPARB flMi, 
tiuiiii Income lax luepaiallon, for 
bee hiudiuio, o.j obligniiiin, wrile- U
6 M tax Sehnel, 1345 Ptseshliso Hwy-
^'•1
PART'-TiMt”"’"'... rUU-TIM?’'-
revehillcmniy eneigy saving ilovltel 
A inusl In eveiy Itonie ot ollico, JusI 
sell lo blends rtiul nelnhhorx nod 
make Slo.WiO (i«i, nnnuin, $2,500 
needed lor , Inveeioiy far more 
Inlflimolioh wiiie- Hieimo - Cycle 
Dliliibulnis lid,, P.O, Box 692110, 
Slaliun Is' VofntxjvMi, (i.C Y5K 4W.5 
Of pli.-sri«294 2128 3'. 1
I
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SERVICE DIRECIORV
Martin Nash 
‘Cheats ’ At Cards
Contractors Plumbing & Heating
BEACON 
READY-MIX LTD.
Roady-Mix Concroto, Sand-Droin. 





















All types brick and block work, 
new fireplaces or repair your old 




Hour or by Contract. 














22 years plumbing 
experience in B.C.


















“Big or small 
we will Do them all’







Renovations - Concrete 
Placing - Driveways - 




KEYS • LOCKS 1
LUBRICANTS |









1864 John Rd. 
656-2691





' and Repairs 
Specializing in 
Hot Water Heating 








RON SHEARER — 6S6-5077 
9333 Maryland Dr.













j Now spcciali/ing ... 
j finishing carpentry,I 
I cabinets and biiili-ins,|
j riiinpus rooms, repairs,! 
I aildiiiuiis - no job too.
A & B BOAT TOPS
Coinploto Boat Upholslory , 
Canvas Boat Tops 
Campoi Cushions 
Ro(>airs
10223 McDonald Pork Rd. 
Sidney 656>6213
I small.





















PACIFIC SQUARE RIGGER INC.
We Repair
Sails - Boat Tops - Tarps - Hatch Covers ■ Tent 
Trailers-IJphol' cry-Vinyl.
208-2453 Beacon A ve. 656-6421
1
ROY’S AI,LIIAY MARINE SERVICES LTD. 
2238 llurhoiir Rd. - Sidney 
656-7023
lACTOUY AUTHORIZED REPAIR SHOP 
O.M.C. STERN DRIVE - JOIIN.SON AND 
EVINHUDE OUTBOARDS. MERCRUISER 
STERN DRIVE.





•Put king I.,oi.s 
•Driveways
1779 SEAN HEIGHTS, 




























25 years experience 
Rc.sidcntial, Commercial 
Industrial
Rewiring, electric heating 
Repairs, Appliance 
Connections 













I sjjocioliTt' it\ kinoll busittoss I 
OfcouiTling. book k oo piitq 
poyioU aotl iototm- t<i» ot 
econott'irnl tolos Yooi totind
P.O. ANOHOt^N' 8S2-17M





Lapstrakc & Carvel 
Caulking A Fiberglass Repairs
Phone 656-4142 Res. 652.4920
Sidney Rotovating
Ploughing, Levelling, 
Fence Posts, Digging, 50 
in. Rotovator. Prompt, 
Courteous Service. 
656-1748
















2-1120 Beacon A vc. 
Sidney, B.C. 656-5551
DA-MAR 
CONTRA CTING L TD
Specializing in 






BACK FILLING ■ LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS 
FILTER BEOS 






Industrial - Residential 
Commercial Wiring 
Soles and line Work
Quality 
Workmanship 


















Government certified technician 
with 35 years experience In 






















10651 McDonald Park Rd. 
656-2127 Sidney
^yfe Care
Martin A. Nash cheats at 
cards.
In fact, the 46-year-old 
Burnaby native claims there 
is no one else in the world 
who can do the things he 
can with an ordinary deck 
of 52 playing cards.
At any time he wishes, 
Nash can deal the exact 
card he needs from any 
place in the deck. You are 
defenceless against him. He 
is one of a mere handful of 
people who can deal a card 
from the middle of the 
deck.
Billing himself as “The 
Charming Cheat”, Martin 
A. Nash (the A. stands for 
aces) does eight shows a day 
in the police building at the 
PNE. And he has been 
amazing capacity audiences 
all week just by showing 
them how foolish they 
would be to play cards with 
him.
“I’m an entertainer and I 
like to show people what 
would happen if they ever 
sat down and started to play 
poker with someone like 
me,” says Nash, who has 
never really cheated anyone 
in his life.
“1 don’t even play caras 
anymore. I’m into model 
airplanes now but I can 
honestly say that I’ve never 
cheated anyone. A 
professional gambler came 
up and offered me $10,000 
to show him how 1 deal off 
the middle of the deck. I 
refused. I’m honest.”
The “Cheat” grew up in 
Parksville, B.C. on Van 
couver Island. A friend of 
the family showed him a 
card trick when he was only 
six-years-old and Nash was 
hooked.
“It became ridiculous —
1 just kept getting more and 
more involved and I turned 
professional,” says Nash 
who was practicing 15 
hours a day until a few 
years ago.
As an entertainer, Nash 
has been busy giving shows 
in Canada, the United 
States and the Orient for 
the past 11 years. He gives 
exhibitions at private 
parties in Las Vegas and is 
planning trips to Australia 
and England.
“Las Vegas doesn’t want 
me doing shows in the 
casinos or the people there 
will think Vegas dealers can 
do the things 1 can do. I like 
going to Las Vegas though. 
But 1 don’t gamble.
Actually what Nash does 
is show people why they 
shouldn’t gamble. It’s no 
coincidence that his show is 
being given in the police 
building.
“A top card cheat would 
be impossible for the or­
dinary person to detect. 
There are so many different 
ways he can do it. It’s not 
like the things magicians do 
— a card cheat would beat a 
magician every time,” Nash 
says.
Nash is a regular per­
former on Dale Harney’s 
Magic Palace, a CBC 
weekly program televised 
out of Calgary, Alta. The 
show is seen in B.C. at 6:30 
Saturday mornings.
But this week you can 
save yourself some sleep 
and catch the show live as 
well.
Nash performs at 11 
a.m., noon, 1,3, 5, 6, 8 and 
9 p.m.





















Sidney Office Hours 
9:30-5:30 V 
Mon.-Sat.










To Leather & Suede 






Stool & Aluminum Mig Wolding, 


























I'm luicos, Fire pi aces. 
Duel work. Cliinincys, 
llitilcrs.






a *BACK HOE 
UWORK 



















REPAIR! AND TUNE.UPt, lAWN- 
MOWERS, ROTOTIUERS AND 
OUTBOAROS. We buy old and mil 
(Btondltloned lawnrnownri, etc. Fr«n 
pick up nnd delivery. H«a*onobl« 
,ole». Plw)nePul6M> 4264.
We’ve all heard of the 
energy crisis . . . the one 
that is causing long lines at 
gas stations and cooler 
temperatures in pur homes.
But there’s another 
energy jerisis j about which 
we should be equally 
'concerned.
We look at it each day in 
the mirror.
That roll of excess fat 
hanging around our mid- 
section is nothing more 
than exce.ss energy just 
waiting for a chance to get 
out, according to Dr. Hugh 
Venables.
Dr. Venables is an 
Executive Director with 
Action-B.C., a non-profit 
society dedicated to helpng 
British Columbians deal 
with their own self- 
generating crises. The 
group’s display at the 1979 
PNE measures personal 
health levels and operates 
just outside the Dogwood 
Restaurant.
And what they have been 
discovering isn’t very 
encouraging.
"About 60 percent of all 
British Columbians arc in 
low lo poor shape and 20 
percent arc considered 
unfit," says Mrs. Valerie 
Lax ton, who is also an 
Executive Director with 
Action B.C.
"And the worst of­
fenders arc among the 
youth of the country,'’ she 
adds,
Rated for potential nnd 
cuingorized on the ba.sis of 
sex and age, the most unfit 
group of British Colum­
bians are women between 
the ages of 20 to 30. That 
group is followed by female 
teenagers with men 20 to 30 
next. The most fit of our 
citizens are within the 50 to 
60 years bracket.
J ‘Today we i reap tlie^ J 
rewards of ah affluent ' 
society and our kids spend 
money to avoid activity,’’ 
says Laxton. “Older people 
weren’t afraid to walk when : 
they were younger and now 
they are still active. Kids 
will take a car or bus to the 
corner store.’’
One of the greatest 
dangers is that habits 
formed at an early age 
remain with the person 
when they become adults. 
All that junk food eaten as 
a teenager will start to show 
when they are adults.
“You can chuck garbage 
food down the chute and 
not see the harm in it for a 
long time,” says Dr. 
Venables.
OK. Enough of 
problems. What about 
•some of the solutions to 
those problems?
The main thing a person 
needs to get back on the 
road to better fitness is a 
change of attitude. It takes 
dedication to become more 
active, to plan a better diet, 
nnd If necessary, stop 
smoking,
If you really want to get 
more mileage out of your 
body force yourself Into a 
good exercise program ... 
cal the right food . . . and 





AKo Hauling Will iI»IIvot on» lo 


















PROFESSIONAL DRYCLEANINO & LAUNDRY SERViCEl 
1 WEEK ON SUEDES. LEATHER CLEANINgI 
SPECIALIZINQIN 
TAILORING, DRESSMAKING 
REPAIRS, ALTERATIONS ETC. 
712«W.Sii«nU li Hd.





D.A. Smithson & Sons Ltd.
WATER WELL DKllUNG
Water Lines, Trenching




At ihc Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital oil August 20, 
1979, Mrs. Gladys 
Burrows, aged 67 years, 
born in Nottingham, 
England, lute residence 
9245 East Saanich Rond. 
Predeceased by her 
luisband, Charles William 
Burrows, She leaves her 
loving son, Clifford and his 
wife, Heather, Sidney, 
B.C.; lovingdaughicrj Joan 
McKenzie and husband, 
lohn, Dnnean, ILC.; 
grandchildren, Rob, Laura
and Janet; she also leaves 
her loving sister, Dorothy 
Galvin, Victoria, B.C.
Service was field in the 
Sands Chapel of Roses, 
9838 Fourth Si., Sidney, 
B.C,, on Wednesday, 
August 22, 1979, at I p.m. 
Flowers gratefully declined. 
Those so desiring may 
contribute to the Multiple 
Sclerosis Society, 2618 
Quadra St., Victoria. B.C, 
V8T 4E4 or the Canadian 
Cancer Society, 8.57 











WM.w OI«M - Mlotri
toll4 McDonald Path fid.
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MALAHAT SAFUW PATMOI.
VOLUNTEERS HELP TRAVELLING PUBLIC
By JOANNE WILSON
The Malahal Safety 
Patrol makes as many trips 
up and down as an elevator. 
Up and down the Malahat, 
that is.
Friday night and most of 
Sunday, members patrol 
the Malahat, keeping an eye 
out for stranded motorists, 
from May 24 until Labour 
Day.
The Malahat Safety 
Patrol Association and 
search and rescue began 
their volunteer service nine 
years ago in the summer of 
1970. It grew out of the 
Juan de Fuca Citizen’s 
Band radio club, but 
Malahat Patrol president, 
Rayc Martin, said the two 
groups arc now entirely 
separate organizations.






The fact that they were both in hospital at the time didn’t keep Mr. and Mrs. Ernie 
Brooks from celebrating their Golden Wedding anniversary on Aug. 14.
Married 50 years ago in Christ Church Cathedral in Calgary, Mr. and Mrs. Brooks got 
together for their celebration in the Saanich Peninsula Hospital. Mr. Brooks is a patient in 
the extended care wing there and, at that particular time, Mrs. Brooks was a patient in the 
acute care department.
The Brooks have four sons.
Jelly Beori Contest
(Enter with every purchase)
Stortlnp August 29tll (Winner announced Sept. 14th)
GUESS HOW MANY BEANS IN THE CANDY JAR!
1st PRIZE ..... *5“” GIFT CERTIFICATE
2nd PRIZE..... *3““ GIFT CERTIFICATE
3rd PRIZE..... *2“° GIFT CERTIFICATE
EREMTWOOD CANDY MAN
JHE VILLAGE SQUARE —W. SAAMICH RD. 652-1833
For Reservations 
& Information 656-6622
B^.C. Gov't Ferries 
' Swartz Boy
STRANDED? Don’t panic. The Malahat 
Safety Patrol takes the stress out of the 
situation. Ruth Black, 310-1641 McKenzie, 
had trouble with an overheated radiator on
the Malahat Friday night on her way home 
from Long Beach. Patrol member Wayne 
Clark spotted the car on the side of the road 
and supplied the water to cool the radiator.
Bool
Ferry.To Anocortes
2328 HARBOUR ROADi SIDNEY
Martin has been the 
president of the Malahat 
Patrol for two years and 
also happens to be the 
president of the Juan de 
Fuca CB club.
Over the summer period 
last year, patrol members 
assisted 163 motorists. 
Martin said sometimes he 
might have seven or eight 
calls a night and other 
nights none at all. Mostly 
they are truck drivers 
tiaving problems, he said.
Although the Malahat 
Patrol members are pleased 
when motorists they have 
assisted hand them a 
donation, they don’t rely on 
handouts to keep fthem
" : Martin said oneTihie he 
: and his partner helped a 
man who was ■ having
trouble with his car. They 
spent about an hour and a 
half with him, taking him to 
a service station to have the 
car fixed, all the while the 
man .talked about what a 
great job the patrol was 
doing and how people 
should pay for the service. 
“What happens in the end, 
he drives away and doesn’t 
leave anything.”
In order to pay for the 
gas to keep the patrol cars 
on the Malahat, members 
collect newspapers, for 
recycling, as well as holding 
a raffle or a draw several 
times a year. The gas bill 
for the cars last year was
$1200. V
The recycling depot pays 
$16 a ton for newspapers. 
Martin said .i members 
collect about four and a
pai^ Dates: Aug. 29- Sept. 5 







Insulaiion at the itiieey 
of oriiinary 
friciloii 111, :>/




2.30sq, fl,- $146.70/M sti, IT.
K-12
15” covers 11,11.





Mm ■ 11,11 _
PRE HUNG DOOR
Knock-down easy to 
assemble doors. 1 3/8" 
Ihlck. Reversible Rotary 
Mahogany Stain Grade. 




All your sharpening needs







half tons of newspapers a 
month. “It all helps,” he 
said.
For the first time this 
year the patrol has a 
government tax number 
and all donations are tax' 
dexuctible. “If someone 
gives us a donation,” he 
said, “we’ll give them a 
receipt.”
The Malahat patrol’s 
basic job is to assist the 
RCMP as far as traffic is 
concerned, Martin said. 
The patrol handled the 
traffic snarl-up on the 
Malahat when a forest fire 
threatened to cross the- 
highway over the August 1 
holiday weekend. “When 
they;(RCMP) need us; they 
.CalT,US.”./X. ' . .1/
Looking after the 
parking headaches at All 
Sooke Days has been 
.another job the patrol has 
handled for nearly 10 years.
Poor radio reception is 
one problem patrol 
members have to contend 
with. Sometimes there is 
just so much interference 
from all the other CBer’s on 
the Malahat, the patrol 
can’t hear if a call is coming 
in for them.
Martin said the patrol 
monitor’s CB channel 23. If 
a driver with a CB radio in 
hi.s car passes a motorist in 
difficulty, he contacts the 
Malahal patrol on channel 
23.
Martin said the mem­
bership is up to 30 now, but 
like a lot of organisations, it 
is always the few who do all 
the work. People are eager 
to join and are ciuhusinsiic 
at first, but after a while 
you either never sec them 
again, ot They always find 
an excuse for not going out 
on patrol, he said,
When the patrol fits I 
started, it used to serve the 
Malahat all year round, 
until one winter when a 
patrol car got stranded and 
had to be rescued hy the 
RCMP. When the RCMP 
had to rescue llte rescuers, it
pul it’s foot down and said 
no more.
However, this winter 
Martin hopes to extend the 
service once again. The cars 
are better equipped with 
radio controls than they 
were a few years back, he 
said.
Martin doesn’t think the 
patrol is ever going to stop. 
“It’s going to get bigger 
and better.”
Why does he do it? 











I ; . 383-8515 







Steamatic, the proTessional in-home cleaning service.
CALL STEAMATIC TODAY 
FOR YOUR FREE IN-HOME ESTIMATE
VICTORIA STEAMATIC
652-3470
Ifs Automatic With Steamatic!
RESIDENTIAL
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
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Caros il you are now In town 
andlcol (tindol lost; If you've
just .added a new son or 
daiiRhlor to your lamily; 11 
HE has llnally asked you to 
become his wile; If you ot
il













someone in your, family is 





i Grade W Beef Aa
CROSS RIB ROAST
BLADE CHUCK STEAK ib.9T
Fresh Regular
GROUND BEEF JF'*
Fresh Utility tu no1 TURKEYS ib.^r'’
Devon Sliced l
SIDE BACON Jri




Maple Leaf em aaI
BAR.B.Q. WIENERS JF®|
1 APPLE JUICE 
j Sun Rype White OQt
1 Label 48 oz.
DAD'S COOKIES
All Varieties 19
16 oz. Bag 1
FRUIT COCKTAIL 1
Ardmona
14 oz. tin 5T |
INSTANT COFFEE
1 Maxwell House $|r44
1 10 oz. jar 3
CREAM CORN ,
Libby's , 9/one
14 oz. tins £/ 0^
GRAPE JUICE 1
Welch's OQ 1
40 oz. bll. ^1 1
I COFFEE MATE
1 Carnation ^ 144
1 16 oz. jar i
LEMONADE CRYSTALS
Rise & Shine
Pink or White 3’s 33
SUNGOLD CRYSTALS
Orange, Grape, KDPt 1
Apple, etc. 4's , / if j
MARGARINE
tapotial 5,g8
3 Ib. pkg. 1
NALLEY'S CHILI
Hot or Mild l/iit











25 oz. tins £,/ \
1 California Seedless f
GREEN GRAPES tb.5S'
1 California Fresh i|
1 JUICY ORANGES 4ibs.9r
California Fresh a 1
GREEN PEPPERS lb 39
No. 1 Medium ^
COOKING ONIONS ib.l9^
i»»iw
